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City Council Having Top Story
Trouble ... Hs A Safety Hazard

Microfilm Center
Kentucky
University of
Lexington, Ky.
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The top news story of this week is the trouble the
Fulton City Council is having with its top story.
Indeed, this week the State Fire Marshal notified
the Fulton City Council that the third floor of the Fulton Volume Twenty-Nine
City Hall is a safety hazard and that it must either be
repaired according to State regulations or it must be removed. And that's some top level trouble that needs
some top level financing.

R

At a call meeting of the Council
on Wednesday morning a committee was appointed composed of J.
3. Lewis, Charles Rice and Smith
Atkins to contact various contraction as to the comparable cost of
repairing the building to meet the
safety requiresniente as well as to
the coe of removing the top floor
entirely.
Mayer Tripp estimated that the
cost of bringing the top floor up to
safety requirements rre int run as
hien as $15,000 while Councilman
Smith Atkins made no animate
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but said it would cost "a barrel
of money."
City Clerk Martha South sent
out letters on Wednesday to the
Youth Center and to Rosenury
Peterson, to vacate the premises.
Mas Peterson conducts a dancing
school on the third floor.
The third floor was purchased
from Lawson Roper and Warren
Grahain when it was anticipated
that the City might renovate the
entire building either for offices
or other city requirements. A
councilman told the News that •
general obligation bond Weald
have to be floated to finance the
cost of fringing the top floor of
the city hall to top safety.
FRIENDLY DISAGREEMENT is displayed In these Pesters
the
the presidential e,aaspaign opened at Fulton High School. Judy as
Moore
Is campaign manager fee the Desisserats and Mike Walker is campaign manager for the Republics.

Hotel Clerk Fined
For Bootlegging

Fulton High Launches
Two-Party Campaign

Single Copy, lk
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Chamber Of. Commerce Takes 'Crash'
Action To Secure Airport For Fulton
In a "crash" attempt to take advantage of State
funds to build an airport in Fulton the Fulton-South
Fulton Chamber of Commerce has agreed to underwrite
the
city's portion of financing the project. The proposal
was
made to the Fulton City Council Tuesday night when
the board of directors of the Chamber of Commerce
and
the Mayor and City Council met to discuss the
matter.
On Wednesday morning at a call meeting of the counci
l
the Chamber's proposal was accepted.

emu
a public subscription would b4
made. He revealed that the Juniot
Chamber of Commerce and othes
civic organizations have otferet
help if and when it is needed.
At the call meeting on Wednesday the Fulton Council legally obligated itself to assume the payment of the $25,000 needed to
match State funds. The Chamber
of Conesiesse has abligated itself
to meet the payments until the
City of Fulton can assume the obligation. "It is potable that we
ma,' never have to make a payment," Mr. Sullivan said, "but we
didn't want to see the airport project lost simply because the city
finds itself financially short at
this time."

Chamber President John Sulli- will appropriate, with no strings
attached.He said that the offer was
van said WedneidaY that his (31.made in view of the fact that the
ganization was prepared to go
t° State Aeronautics Hoard had
set a
any lengths to take advantage
of time limit on the acceptance of
the State-offered money since he
the
funds and that other cities an over
said: "Fulton is going all out to
get Kentucky were waiting
to grab
indoetrY and when one eCinleS
along that wants an airport we Fulton's refusal of the hmds.
Sullivan said that the first paywant to be in a Position to raY
we merit of nearly $2000 is
due a year
have those facilities."
Options of property on the Midafter the airstrip is completed
and dle Road, about a two-minute
Mr. Sullivan said that the that would
be probably in July drive from
Fulton, have been seChamber of Commerce will under- 1962. He
said that the amount, if cured and
write the payments on the $25,000 it must
the airstrip will be
be paid by the Chamber started
on in the early Spring. The
that the city was asked to raise to of
Commerce, would not be paid strip
will be of asphalt 2800-feet
match the $40,000 that the State out of
the regular dues, but that long.

Walter Ridgeway. 77, night clerk
One of the fret historical meteors to be unveiled in cooriection at the Fulton Hotel was arrested
with the national observance of Monday morning by Fulton police
the 100th arudversary of the War and charged with bootlegging.
He was tried in police court beBetween the States will be dedicated at Water Valley Saturday af- fore City Judge H. H. Perce, and
ternoon. The centennial observ- fined $102.50 and given 90 days in
The presidential campaign is off to a good start all
the Fulton County Jail. His jail
ance starts nein year.
sentence was suspended
over
the United States and it became a serious matter
The marker will be located on
James Wilson, 49, of Latham
US-45. a mile from the site of
Fulton
in
High School today when the Kennel staff
was fined $100 and coat on a WDI
Camp Beeuregard. a Confederate
charge.
launch
He
ed
its two-party campaign. Karen Dublin, editor
had
no
driver's
licamp established in 1861.
cense. Being unable to pay his of the Kenne
The marker will be unveiled by
l announced today that Judy Moore was
fine, he was lodged in the city
Mrs Lee Gates, Mayfield. whom
named campaign manager for the Kennedy-Johnson
jail.
father was one of the Confederate
Wayne Emison, for the
A new DAV chapter with 15
Wilson was arrested Sunday af- forces and Mike Walker was appointed to head up
past
•ediers who trained at the Graves
the
three years assistant
charter members has been organternoon
manager
by
Fulton
of
city
police.
County camp.
Nixon-Lodge campaign.
Ralph's U-Tote.Ern Store in
ized at Fulton, under the leaderFulThe marker will be presented
A tribute to the late and beloved ton, has been promoted to man- ship of Commander Joe C. Rose
issues
to
the
and
platform
s
of
the
Both managers appeared at the
by Charles Hines. Frankfort, a
ager, succeeding E. Y.
Adjutant Scott DeMyes, Service
Hollis.
News office on Wednesday morn- candles." Karen told the News. Oscar Hammerstein was the theme
member of the State Highwey
Mr. Hollis was transfened
Officer Eugene Howard and TreaAsked
if
any
other
issues
of
the
would
Music
Department's profrom
ing and discussed their campaign
Historical Matter Commission. It
the local store to a newly
surer H. C. Sams.
-opened
plans and from all indications it be a part of the campaign, the gram held Tuesday night at the U
will be accepted by Marvin Wrath-Tote-'Em store at
The next meeting of this DAV
capable and efficient editor said: Woman's Club. Mrs. Hendon
Savanna
h,
will
enthusia
be
vigorous
stic
and
.
er, Murray. president of the JackTerm., larger than the
chapter wil be held Thursday.
"If
you
mean
Wright.
the
religiou
s
program
issue.
leader
Fulton
Showing
of
well-ro
the
a
unded
knowson Purchase Historical Society
October 13, at 7:30 p. ne at the
operation.
ledge of the issues In the cam- the answer is 'No'. Most young- evening gave a biography of the
and by Mrs Claude Winslow,
City Hall in Fulton.
people
believe
famous
compose
r
streingla that a
and told of his
Emison, a likeable and
president of the Mayfield Chapter,
Beale Drive, the street running paien the students are planning a
All American veterans (Kenindusnun's religion Is his own affair interesting life and talent.
trious young man, has made
United Daughters of the Confed- along the giant Ferry-Morse Seed two-day registration campaign
and
has
no
part
many tucky or, Tennessee), who have
in a political
friends
Company plant is getting a winter next week, enabling all students to
eracy.
since Coming to the local been wounded, or
Mrs. Nelson Tripp and Mr. Vycampaign," she added. The camdisabled are
The program will start at 2 p. m. melding protection this week. Nel- take part in the mock election to paign
ron Mitchell rendered musical store. His wife is the former Joan urged to attend.
manager
echoed
s
the
sentiheld
be
Novemb
on
er
2.
Wade, a native Fultonian.
Graves County Representative Lon son Hickerson, areas supervisor
solos
of
the
compose
r
and
Mike
ments of the editor and said that
Carter Barton will be master of for the State Highway Department
and Bonnie Hernon rendered
Carrying the banners of their they are urging all students
BARKER NAMED
to
erre ionies at the short program. said the work was started on respective parties Judy exhibited
VICE-PRESIDENT
bring this message home to the trumpet solos in keeping with the
RUMMA
GE
SALE
In 1862 a mysterious epidemic Tuesday and will be completed a huge calling card for John Kenmusic
of Hammerstein. A sextet of
older people.
Dr. Virgil H. Barker of Fulton
swept the camp, killing most of this week.
Music Department members also
nedy with the address of the White
The Trinity Episcopal Church
"Sorne older people, a mighty rendered
was elected Vice-President of the
the 5,000 men training there DocMr. Hickerson said he took a House printed neatly beneath his
musical selections from Auxiliary will have
a rummage first District
tors now this* the disease was special crew of workers from a name. At the same _lima Mike few Were glad to gay, may carry the world-famous Musician.
of the Kentucky Assale cc October 15 at the
building sociation of Chiropra
some form of meningitis. The job on Highway 51 to do the Beale urged that voters "Stick with over the old neligielle prejudice of
ctors at the
on
Main
Street.
Mrs.
Tripp
formerl
was
accompa
y
nied
the
1928
at
campaign," Mike said.
housing monthly meeting at the
troops who died of the dinar Drive project. When it is finished Nixon." via the plater route.
Ritz Hotel
the
Airlene
Gas
the
piano
Co.
by
Mrs.
Lenora Bushart
but younger people know .that If
in Paducah Saturday night, Oct
were buried in Camp Beauregard he will again work on the High"We are going to insist that the
8.
our country is to =Aye for many and Mr. Mitchell was accompanied
Cemetery. most of them in long way 51 to Hampton Road job.
managers confine their campaign
generations to come we must up- by Mrs. Nelson Tripp. The meetContinued on Pepe TM
hold the freedorne granted to us ing was the first-of the year and
by the Constitution," he empha- was a pot luck dinner.
sized.
The sextet was composed of Mrs.
' "I don't believe I've heard one Lonnie Roper, Miss Andy DeMyer,
student talk about anything but Mrs. Nelson Tripp, Mrs. Tilman
The Willow Plunge Park Corthe real issues in the campaign Adams, Mrs. George Albritten and
A complete financial statement
poration, operators of the Willow
was presented by the treasurer,
Next week the leaders of today $15.000 to provide for local service and that's the way we're going to Mrs. Frank Welch.
Plunge
Swimmi
ng Pool elected a
The guest speaker at the Broad- will call on iesideot
s In four coun- to local units. More than 2600 keep it". Judy said.
new president and learned that the covering the income and expendiway Church of Christ Sunday was ties to
As the campaign progresses, the
tures of teh pool operations for
ask them to invest in the scouts from 8 to 18 are now benepool
operated at a small net profit the
Bro. Charles Wall. a native of Oak leaders of tomorro
managers said, Mr. Martin will
year 1959-60. Outgoing presiw.
fiting
from
the
Four
Rivers
Counof $115.15 for the year. The profit
Grove and now minister of the
permit them to put up signs and
dent, Charles Reams, expressed
On naisday. October 18, the an- cil's program.
this
year
was
Church of Christ at Benton, Ill.
consider
posters
ably less his warmest thanks for
around the school. The
nual Boy Scout drive of the
the fine
than last year's but this was as
Drive chairmen are: Harry Democratic party leaders
Bro. Wall spoke to a full house Cherokee District
a cooperation given him by
at the
of the Four Brady, Clinton; Pete Hayes,
the
result
of
bad
rutat tnith services. At 10:50 a, m. Rivers Council
weather in connec- members of
school
will
sell
campaig
n
buttons
the Board during his
will launch its in- ton; Bill Gadberry, Cayce;
tion with some events sponsored
Harold to "defray expenses" and they will
he chose for his text, "What a dependent
term
of office.
finance drive with an Moore, Hickman;
by the pool
Hayden. Bur- sell for one cent each, Judy Moore
Modern Church Does", and at 7 estimated
Folowing the annual meeting, a
quota of $8500. Earl gess, Arlingto
The meeting was held'Monday
n; Billy Ridgway, said. But Mike Walker was a
p. m. he delivered another fine Warren,
Board of Directors meeting was
little
of Clinton. general fi- ,Bardwell; Tommy
night at the City Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Hawks, Union more cautious about
sermon (in "Serving God."
his campaign
held and the following officers of
nance chairman of the Cherokee City:
Clyde Williams, Jr., manager of The nominating
W. G. Scott, Troy and Law- strategy and said "it would
The song service was very ably District reported
committ
ee chair- the Willow Plunge
be an- Baldridge's Variety Store and one
Wednesday that rence Fox in Obion,
Park Corporaman,
Mrs.
Glynn
Tenn,
directed by Bro. Cal Seccoenbe.
Continued on Pave Four
Bushart, present- tion were
drive chairmen had been appointinstalled for the new
of Fulton's most active civic lead- ed the followin
g
member
s
as
the
year,
1960-61:
ed in Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton
ers, was elected president of the new Board of
Directors for the
President, Maxwell McDade;
and Obion Counties and with the
Twin-Cities Industrial Develop- new year:
Mrs.
H.
W.
Connaug
h,- Vice-President, Charles
concerted effort of all four counment Corporation, at its annual ton, Mrs.
Reams;
Charles Browder, Mrs. Secretar
ties there should be no trouble in
y, Mrs. H. W. Connsaughmeeting of stockholders Tuesday Virgil Barker,
Mrs.
C. Whitnel, ton; and Treasurer,
raising this quota, he said.
night.
Mrs. Virgil
Maxwell McDade, Louis Weaks,
Barker.
Each year, Mr. Warren said, the
C. H. McDaniel, Charles Reams,
Mr.
William
s
succeeds
Randall
All
B. D. Nisbet. a contact repre- funds solicited nave gone over the
bills in the future should be
Burcham, who had served as pres- and Lawrence Yates.
Rev. Wiliam L. Cottrell. Jr. has of Union Church. Mr. Cottrell
sent to Mrs. Barker.
sentative of the Kentucky Dis- quota making it possible to have
will ident
of
the
accepted
organiza
a
call
tion
to
for
become
the
the pes- continue to serve as principal of
abled Ex-Service Men's Board, a full-time Scout supervisor in the
will be present on Oct. 14, at the area. Victor Powell of Union City ter of Union Cumberland Presby- South Fulton Elementary School past three or four years.
terian
Church near Fulton. He He resides at 121 Central
American Legion Hall in Fulton, is the supervisor in this section.
Other officers were re-elected.
Avenue
to assist veterans and their deThe fund drive is to help sup- succeeds the Rev. James Wooten. in South Fulton. His family is They are: vice-presidents. Dr. H.
pendents with claims for benefits port-the program of the Four who resigned to accept a call to composed of his wife. Mae, and W. Connaughton, Smith Atkins
due them as a result of their mill- Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts Waverly Cumberland Presbyter- their three children, Kathy. Ker- aid Warren Graham; and secreA house to house canvass was names
, tary service.
mit, and David.
of the owners or officers
of America, which is made up of ian Church.
tary-treasurer, Dr. Shelton Owens. begun
Tuesday gathering data for will be
Mr. Cottrell will preach his first
He will be present from 9 a. in. more than 105 Scout units in the
requested, along with their
Mr. Cottrell received most of
compilat
The
purpose
ion
of
of
the
a
meeting,
City Directory for addresses and
sermon at Union the Sunday Melt his higher education
until 3 p. m.
eleven county area.
telephone numbers.
in the state of which was held at the K. U. of- the Fulton-South Fulton area.
A list of employees will be reMoney collected through the of October 3. Union Church has a Texas. He was graduated frOffl
fice,
Each house and bustriess address quested
was to elect three directors,
full
program
campaign will help finance the
from each employer. to
of worship services. Texas Christian University in 1955,
whose team of office had expired. will be vi'sited in the survey ac- assure
Four Rivers Council's camps, its Preaching services are held at the and later did some graduate
the correct job title of each
work These were Smith Aetna, Randall cording to Gordon E. Jones, can—jottings
employee.
program of training more than church each Sunday morning and at Midwestern Universi
ty, and Burcham and Warren Graham.. All vass manager for Mullin-Mile
from
This is to be used primarily as a
10 volunteer leaders, and other ac- each Sunday night. The Sunday North Texas,State College. He
has three were re-elected directors.
Compan
y,
publishers of city di- check agairet the
tivities such as the organization School begins at 10:00 A. M. each been in the ministry for ten
information takyears
Followi
rectorie
ng
the
stockhol
s throughout the country. en from the
ders meetand promotion of district Cam- Sunday morning.
homes.
and has served churches in both ing, the directors
Several local women will gather
met
to
elect
new
In
Job
addition
pollees, Acilvitiess and Special
titles can not be given by
to serving as pastor the states of Tennessee and Texas.
officers.
information for this survey. Those wives.
Events.
taking the training were Mrs. ElAll businessmen are urged to
The campaign is part of a coson McGuire, Mrs. D. L. Mulcahy, cooperat
e and furnish information
operative effort of committreis in
Mrs.
M.
K Slier. Norma Canter, so that the best
the West Kentucky-West TennesMrs Jack Allen, Mrs. Keilerta Dur- can be publishe record possible
see, South Illinois area to raier
d.
bin and Mrs. Moroni SOTIS.
This canvass, with average good
SOUTH FULTON P-TA MEETS
weather, will take approximately
three weeks to complete. As the
The South Fulton P-TA will
women make their visits, they will
meet Thursday, October 13. at
Methinks I have put together
ask the name of the head of the
An attractive young brunette, graduated from May7:30 p. m. in the school cafeteria.
field
keeper
High
at
the
local
bank.
enough sentences this week, so I'll
IA. Bill Way, Safety Consulteint of who has been employed at the City School He an honor student She worked in this capacity, with She house, the wife's name, number of
part- children under 18. whether a
just skip any conversation under the Tenness
ee Highway Patrol, National Bank in Fulton, first as then was employed for about a time work at the window,
until homeowner or renter, the job posithis heading. I do want to take the Jackson
The quarterly meeting of the
, will give a short talk on bookkeeper then as teller, for the year as a timekeeper at National about ten years ago when she
opportunity to thank all those
be- tion and name of employer, ad- Woman's Mission
"Traffic Safety is Your Business." past thirteen years, has been elect- Fire Works near Mayfield. Mies came a teller, the position
ary Union of
she
calling
has
for
in to tell me how There
folks
dress and telephone number. Also, West Kentucky will
will also be a film entitled ed assistant cashier at the bank. Kendall then enrolled at Draughn's held since.
be October 18
the canvassers will seek the names at 10:30 a. m. at
to make green tomato relish. "Signal 30".
She is Miss Bonnie Kendall. dau- Business College in Memphi
*Liberty Baps and
Miss Kendall, an only child Is a and addresses of all children
flats not what I was hinting at on
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Ken- after graduation worked
over tist Church.
for three member of the Gibbs Baptist 18. and the
the air . . . I was wanting somenames of other adults
dall of Fulton. Route 4.
This will be the lasNcint meetor four years for the F. M. Crump Church.
GARDEN DPT.sMEXTS
living in the home will be take. ing of the women
body to call and say "if you furMiss Kendall was elected assist- Cotton Company of
from Carlisle,
Memphis.
The
other
assistan
t
cashiers
at
A
very
nish all the ingredients from your
thorough population Hickman and Fulton
The Garden Department of the ant caishier at the regular monthly
In the meantime her parents the local bank are Bertes
counties. Miss
Pigue
count
will be taken in this survey, Nina Martin of
garden I'll make the relish for you Fulton Woman's Oub will meet at meeting of the card of Directors
had returned to Fulton to live, and and John Daniel. James W.
Middletown will
White and it will also include adjacent be the guest speaker.
"on the halves." Get the message, the club home at 2:30 p. m., Fri- at the bank last Friday.
In 1948 Misr Kendall deckled to Is cashier, and Clyde Williams
The meeting
, Sr. territories. Also, each place of will be presided
anybody?"
day, October 14.
The friendly and polite miss join them accepting • job as
over by Mrs
book- is president of the bank.
hairless will be visited, where Harry Allison,
president.

Musical Group
Hears Program
On Hammerstein

Wayne Emison Named Disabled Veterans
U-Tofe_Em Manager
Organize In Fulton

Beale Drive Gets
Surface Sealing
For Winter Use

Bro. Wall Is Guest
Speaker Here Sunday

Willow Plunge Has Small Profit;
McDade Named New President

Cherokee Scouts Get On Fund
Path For Big Annual Drive

Clyde Williams
New President Of
Industrial Group

Vet Representative
To Be In Fulton

Rev. William Cottrell, Jr. Accepts
Pastorate Of Union C. P. Church
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Getting - Data - For Directory Week(Ugh)
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New Lady Officer At City National
Can Keep, Tell and Cash The Money

Last Meeting Of
Baptist WMU At
Liberty Church
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Think... Before You Listen To Religious
Hatred Have Faith In Our Beloved Freedoms
The other day we were sitting in
the reception room of a professional
office and to pass the time away looked around for some reading material. We picked up a tabloid newspaper
published in California, and edited by
coma group calling themselves
mittee for religious freedom, or something like that. We read portions of
this "hate" periodical and were surprised that it gave us some food for
thought that we imagine you might
be interested in, too.
The entire six pages of the magazine were devoted to the "danger" of
electing a Roman Catholic for President of the United States and one sentence in particular shocked us into
realizing that the very. people who
spread this hate doctrine are not fighting for religious freedom, but for destruction of the governmental system
under which this proud country functions.
We cannot believe that those persons who bellow the loudest about religious freedoms can call themselves
real Americans who believe in the integrity and the solidarity of this great
land of freedom in which we live. Nor
do they permit themselves the luxury
of thinking clearly and honestly
through their misguided opinions of
John Kennedy's religion.
Now let's reason with ourselves
for a moment. Seventy-five per cent
of the American people are Protestants; it would hold then that 75 per
cent, maybe more, of our lawmakers
are Protestants. Would those lawmakers be of so little faith that they would
permit one lone man in the White
House, if he were Catholic, to destroy
their religious freedom? The question
answers itself and of course it is a resounding "No."
Could Richard Nixon, a Quaker,
whose religion bounds him to be opposed to war, be so powerful as to prohibit this country from going into war
if events proved that we must. You
know the answer . . . it's no and emphatically no.
Dwight Eisenhower, one of the
most popular and beloved men of our
renPration has had much difficulty
during his two terms passing legislation that may have benefited hundreds of thousands of Americans, yet
they were defeated by the majority
vote of our law-makers. That's the
way it should be and God willing
that's the way we hope it will be always.
The spreading of anti-Catholic
doctrines is actually strengthening the
position of the Catholic Church in
America and elsewhere. Such doctrines tend to indicate that Catholics

are of stronger faith than Protestants.
We know that's not true. If such a
minority group is strong enough to
overthrow our constitutional freedoms, then our country is weak
enough to be overthrown by Communists, fellow-travelers, Bolsheviks
and gangsters.
The American Catholic, like all
good American Christians and Jews
enjoys his freedom under the Constitution of the United States. Just as
American Catholics, fought, bled and
died side by side with their other
American brethern in all the wars in
which this country has been engaged,
so will they fight in the Halls of Congress to preserve the freedoms for
which they fought.
If our country has been strong
enough to keep the destructive forces
of Khruschey, Stalin, Mussolini and
Hitler from destroying our country so
is it strong enough to preserve religious freedom.
To vote against a man simply because of his religion is to cast a blow
against religious freedom. And if that
prejudice comes to pass how can we
hope to preserve all of Article One of
the Bill of Rights that says:"Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting
the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech and of the
press; or the right of the people peacebly to assemble and to petition the
Government for a redress( , of grievance."
And contained in those simple
words above is the freedom for Americans to impeach Jack Kennedy, Richard Nixon, Lyndon Johnson or Henry
Cabot Lodge or any man if they fail to
uphold our constitutional rights.
The common cry among those who
wish to spread religious hatred is that
the Pope of Rome will tell the American people what to do if a Catholic is
elected President. None of us living under our Constitution should
be so ignorant as not to know
that there is a constitutional provision
that separates church and State, and
any President or other high official
who violates that mandate would be
immediately impeached.
Think .. . before you listen to the
spread of religious hatred. Think . . .
of the men and boys of all faiths who
died on far-flung battlefields, including Catholics, to defend the foundations upon which this great nation
was built, one of which is the right to
worship God according to the dictates
of his own conscience.
Think ... don't sell America short
by destroying the right to religious
freedom.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

The Happiness Of Parents
By Floyd Anderson
Managing Editor of The Advocate
WE HEAR much these days of the troubles of paieets, of their problems, their disadvantages. Maybe we don't hear enough of the
happiness of parents, their joys, their glorious
LBOrnents.

As the parents of seven children, we know
there are problerne--financtal, emotional, eetyetiological—in fact, alma* every kind of lamblem you can imagine. But with God's help you
manage to solve them.
HOW DO YOU define the happiness of parents' Sometimes it is an intangible thing—like
a baby clutching your finger, holding it with

all trust and faith and love, just as we ought
to put our hand in God's and walk His way,
without fear or fright or terror.
We have so much to learn from our children Faith is one of the biggest things. Children have so much faith in their parents that
It is almost terrifying. To a small child, a parent
can do anything—absolutely anything. This, too,
Is a terrible responsibility for parents. It is sad
that often the child is "let down," by a parent who is careless or neglectful—or even desinterests:1.
BUT THE MAIN happiness of parents lies
in this. They live several different lives. They
live their own, but they live, too, in the lort
of their children.
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There are sorrows. There are troubles.
There are problems. But they are all overshadowed by the happiness that comes to parents.
Special events provide special happiness But
there is also a quiet, year-round happiness that
pervades any home where there are children.
YOU SEE, for instance, Joey taking baby
Stevie for a walk, holding his hand so he won't
stumble in the road, playing with him on the
grass. And you see Mary picking a flower for
Stevie to give to his mother. And you see them
all asking. "Can I help, Mom?" or "Do you
want anything at the store, Mom?"
It brings a great swelling happiness to you
as a parent, and it, too, a great thankfulness to
God for blessing you so abundantly.

YAW"
TKEY
COULIIN'T MAKE ANY
PROFITS.-THEY WOLItreeT
PACKADE 114 SUK.DIN65,
MATERi ALS AND TOOLS
FOR US— AND TAN NS

WOuLtiner iiaVE A
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Kentucky

Windage

By P. W.

Economics Made Easy

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock-October 11,1910
The Kitty League officials lald
their regular fall meeting at the
Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah Sunday afternoon and decided to continue the league next year. A suggestion had been made to take a
year's rest because of the draft
bill, but the club owners decided
that the organization would not be
affected.
Three local negroes died from
injuries received in an automobile
acident near Paducah early Saturday night. Garret Blythe, employed on an Illinois Central dining car, was killed instantly; Jesse
Locket, employed by Hornbeak
Bakery, died a short time after
reaching the Riverside Hospital in
Paducah; and Paul Lawrence
Jones, also a dining car employe,
died in the Riverside hospital
about six o'clock Monday morning. Lafayette Patterson, employe
of_the Fulton Theatre and fourth
occupant of the CRT was badly injured.

Sunday has been set aside as
the formal opening date of the
new Haws clinic and hospital
here, This new building is beautifully appointed, and handsomely
constructed. It is located on Main
Street opposite the post office, and
commands an imposing position on
the hill.
The Young Men's Business Club
of Fulton met in its regular dinner meeting Tuesday night at the
Rainbow Room, with fifty present.
M. L. Parker was awarded the
Y. M. B. C. Service Key for his
outstanding service during the past
six months.

@Us"
I think the airport falls in about
Edmond says that that big satellite that nobody can identify in the the same category. Once we build
sky isn't a durned thing but a mess the strip, it will grow and grow
of those little ones that haive run In use until ten years from now
It will be wondering how we ever
together.
Received a nice letter this week managed without it.
Sounds logical, doesn't it?'
from old friend C. M. Browder,
Fulton's
to
Congratulations
Duncan, Oklahoma. Charlie comWayne Ande NOD, freshman at
ments:
whole fresh"I note in this week's paper that Murray, who led the
1.333
of 'cm—in
class—all
man
airan
get
you folks are about to
out of a possible 223
port and landing field. which I scoring 203
English
think you are in need of and will Points In the College's
placement test!
be glad to see.
Knowing Wayne as we do. (he
"We have had one for several
High
years now, of which the Hallibur- was editor of the Fulton
ton Oil Well Cementing Company School paper for the past two
happened
was mostly responsible for, as they years), me wonder what
;whits.
22
other
those
to
own,
their
of
planes
several
have
The new head of the Journ.-.......zna
and patronize it with both freight,
department at Murray—and an
mail and passenger business."
I was in a group discussing old classmate and fraternity broFulton's proposed airport recently ther (DTD) we haven't seen in 24
and the question came up, would years—is Lou Edmondson, who
it be patronized if we put an air- replaced Bob Payne this year Lou
Is a go-getter, and we'll wager
strip in?
Well, now, at first it probably that he will breathe new life in
campus.
wouldn't get much traffic, the that corner of the
group agreed, These sort of things
Another surprise last week—
grow a little at a time in use, and
it isn't long before they become a end a pleasant one—was discoverreal asset to the city. even if they ing that Music major Rob Singletary of Murray has taken the Job
aren't used much at first.Take the city park in Fulton. of band director at Fulton County
Fulton has never had a perk like High School. Dropped In at FCHS
this before and at first didn't last week to say hello while I was
know what to do with it. For the over at Iticktruin, and found Bob
first two or three years after it hard at work getting organised.
was set aside for park pinwales. Bob Is a fine base fiddle man and
the area was used a little bit for we played together all over West
picnics, but not much. Then some Kentucky and Tennessee a couple
improvements were added, the of years ago, before I gave up
tennis court was added, the base- playing regularly with orehestras.
ball diamond was added and today Bob has worked since then with
the place is the outdoor focal Nancy Adorns. Johnny Arnn of
point of Fulton throughout the Martin and Chuck Simons of Murray In • fine combo that has playsummertime.
Fulton needed a park, and now ed all over this area and was
It has one, and I'm sure that a lot featured at the MOAT In Memphis
of outdoor-minded residents will for the last couple of summers, bewonder how we ever lived so sides the Campus Lights band and
I don't know what-all.
long without one.

Mr and Mrs H. L. Briggs of
Hickman announce the birth of a
son, born Theaday morning. Oct.
8, in the Fulton Hospital.

SERVICE
REPAIR

A satisfied customer Is our
best testimonial. That is
why we rive yea feet, efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving Tee
money!
Antennas Installed

Oujda Jewell

Roper Television
306 Main Street

I couldn't help but feel a wee bit
proud Saturday when I received a
check from "Borderland Books"—
a company which collects books on
Ameri-ana, Kentuckiana and rare
books—requesting two more copies
of my own little book on Fulton,
"From My Scrapbook". They had
already requested one or two copies a short time ago.
I think that it (my book) has
done all right for itself. It was reviewed in the Kentucky Historical
Society's magazine, after being recommended by Murray State College. Also, a number of college libraries have requested several
copies, including the University
of Kentucky, and the Memphis
City Library not to mention wellknown book collectors.
I still have several copies of the
book. Recently, I sent a few to
Western State Hospital for the
patients there from this area who
are able to read. Mrs. Virginia
Furlong, head of the Rehabilitation Center there said that there
are quite a few people in the institution who have nothing to do
but read; all of the patients are
not in, but just aged with no
one to care for them.
If there is any local rest home,
hospital, or school who would like
copies of my book, they may have
them free. Local individuals may
secure them for $1.00, but for outof-town people the price is still
the original price of $2.00.
Last week in this column we
mentioned the death of the Rushtons' pet dog and of the nice funeral they gave him. Well, a beautiful wreath a friend had sent was
taken off the grave and placed in
the basement of the Rushton home.
During the night, someone stole
the wreath of flowers from the
basement, according to Mrs. Rushton. Can you imagine anyone doing such a thing?
I understand that Red and Mary
Alice Coleman have fixed up a
nice recreation room for the AA
group in the basement of their
home on East State Line. The
Colemans organized the local AA
back a few months ago. Anyone
interested is invited to drop by.

Phone 307

In enjoyed very much a special
Hospital Edition of the JacksonSun. The entire section was dedicated to the Jackson-General Hospital. Two pictures of my aunt,
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett. appeared in
the isue. Mrs Hamlett is a former
Fultonian. who is now a nurse at
the hospital
Mrs. Pete Green of the House of
Beauty, Mrs. Georgia Hughes of
the Arcade Beauty Shop and Mrs.
Martha Watts of near Chestnut
Glade attended the Kar-Hill Beauty Show in Memphis Sunday and
Monday.
They attended classes under
John Garrison, in hair cutting and
styling. Mr. Garrison has designed coiffures for the royalty of
Europe and the glarnorous stars of
New York and Hollywood. He has
served as style' director of the
Charles of the Ritz and Matson
Antorrine Salone chains and has
conducted many enterers in many
cities. He designs distinctively
miffed heads for TV and leading
fashion magazines.
Mrs. Green also attended a class
under Eugene Stewart, an artist
and qualified teacher, lecturer and
consultant.
Six thousand people attended
the show from different states.
Lately, Mrs. Jewell McClain has
been having fun, getting together
a list of her family and ancestors.
In an old scrapbook of her aunt,
she found a list of relatives on one
side of the family, who came ti,
Virginia from England It was interesting to note there among
them was the name of George
Washington, the first precedent of
the United States.
Mr and Mrs Carl Puckett have
reurned home after a short
vacation trip. They spent one day
at the fair in Memphis, then went
to the home of his brother, Woodrow Puckett and family in Magnolia, Ark. Mr. and Mrs. Puckett
and the Woodrow Puckett children
spent one day visiting in Shreveport, Ls, Marshall, Texas and
Texarkana.
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Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Fields announce the birth of a daughter,
Ann Loraine, born Monday morning, Oct. 7, in the Fulton Hospital.
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'A Short Drive Pays Off

Union City, Tennessee

If you are shopping for quality leading Brand Name Furniture,
Lamps, Carpets Draperies and accessories, put us on your shopping
list. You will enjoy browsing around
in our big comfortable store.
ASK FOB
Our Special Kentucky Prices.
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(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
From now on, til the flowers bloom in May, your
diarist will be kept busy, chronicling the events of women's club activities from the business woman to the
flower grower. The first meeting of the Woman's Club
last week heralded the beginning of what looks like a
mighty busy year for that club group. The program
planners left no stone unturned in preparing the year's
work that should hold the interest of every member of
the large organization, for many months to come.
The general meeting on Friday cent State board meeting held at
Kenlalue Hotel. Through the medium of tape recording Mary Nene,
immediate past president of the
Fulton Woman's Club and State
chatrmari of National Affairs and
Civil Defense brought a warm
message to the Fulton Club from
MITIS Chloe Gifford and from Mrs.
C. B. Morgan, Kentucky State
president.

had the pleasure of hearing Fulton
attorney James Warren explain
the purposed constitutional revision that will apear on the ballot
on November 8. Mr. Warren.
whose talk revealed a tremendous
amount of research of his eubject, gave the ladies preeent two
versions of the proposed issue. enabling them to make their own decision on how to vote in November_ Stressing the fact that the
proposal on the ballot is only to
permit voters to call a convention
to study the constitution in the 12
areas stipulated on the ballot, Mr.
Warren explained the most important arms that will be studied
and that will affect the moot people. His talk we. informative and
Interesting, and his listeners were
given • clear picture of the proposal in language free of legal
verhiage.
Mr. Warren was introduced by
his "contemptirary" of Full.'n
school days, Mary Nelle Wright,
who later gave a report of the re-

One unhappy note marred the
otherwise -enthusiastic meeting.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp, who was to
give a _musical program at the
club, was unable to do so because
the program ran longer than expected and because she had another commitment. We'll bet it
won't be too long before Montelle
Is entertaining the ladies doubletime for the treat they mimed last
week.
The members of the Junior Woman's Club had charge of the program last Friday and after the
meeting the ladies enjoyed a social
get-togstiver with the best cake,
spiced tea and coffee that we've
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Should current railroad problems be diagnosed as growing pains rather than the
aches of old age?
In spite of super-duper highways, many
people whose business it is to look ahead
see a fast-growing volume of business
moving by rail. They point to the mushrooming explosion of population and its
inevitable result: a skyrocketing volume
of freight to satisfy population needs.
They see the making of a highway traffic
jam the like of which this world has never
imagined and with which no highway
building program could cope.
But the lookers-ahead also see the solution. A double track railroad can handle
the traffic of 20 four-lane highways and
break any foreseeable bottleneck. True,
they must prepare. Operations must be
improved, streamlined, kept economical.
All of which explains why this railroad,
looking ahead, is spending $28 million for
Improvements in a year when general
businessisn't as good as we'd like to have it.
WAYNE

A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
14ie 10/464(eu?4,
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Miss Richards, Mr. Hibbs Exchange
Vows At Beautiful Fall Wedding
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A GRACIOUS CURTSY FOR A LOVELY LADY..
that's what Mary lo Westpheling did on Sunday at
the Paducah Airport when she presened a bouquet
of red roses to Mrs. Lyndon Johnson when the wife
of the Democratic vice-presidential nominee attended a tea in her honor in Paducah on Sunday.
tasted in a long time.
Mrs. J H. Allison the new
president conducted the meeting.
Being president of the more than
250-member club is a huge undertaking. It takes a tremendous amount of planning and work to
keep such a fine club in existence
and Mrs Allison and the officers
and department heads deserve the
wholehearted support of the members. Fulton's Woman's Club is
held in the deepest ieepect and admiration by both the State and
General Federation and this reputation did not come about by happenstance. It came about because
hundreds of dedicated
women
have made it the all-consuming interest in their lives and their devotion has shown through all these
years. Moreover, there's a goodly
number of Fulton men who have
been a guiding light to the sometimes difficult periods in the life
of club, so you can see that the
Fulton Woman's Club is not just
another club in Fulton. its something of a respected institution.
The Fulton Library. operated by
the Woman's Club has somewhere
near 5000 volumes and it is operated autonomously from any State
or National Foundation. While
reading through the year-book,
we noticed the many worthwhile
programs held last year and the
array of prominent speakers who
appeared before the club and the
outstanding projects undertaken
that were brought to a successful
conclusion. Between the lines we
marvelled at the work these accomplishments must have entailed
and it is for that reason that we
think that every woman whose
name is listed on the club's meter
should make a firm resolution to
attend the meetings and show her
appreciation for the fine work
done by this club through nearly
a half century.
We've often heard that the busiest people take time to do the htt le
things that make people mighty
happy. This week, a scant week
after her visit to Paducah, Mrs.
Lyndon Johnson. (Lady Bird) sat
right down and wrote Mary Jo a
letter, remembering a gesture that
has been repeated hundreds of
times in this lovely lady's visits
all over the country.
On stationary with an engraving
of the "LBJ" ranch in Texas Mrs.
Johnson wrote:
"Dear Mary Jo:
"Thank you so much for the
beautiful red roses and your graceful curtsey at the Paducah airport.
With such a nice beginning, I knew
right away that I was going to
have a wonderful afternoon, and
that is exactly the way it VATS.
"Please tell your mother I enjoyed seeing her also and appreciate greatly her courtesies and enthusiastic help as we went along
that day.
"Very best wishes to you always.
"Sincerely,
"Lady Bird Johnson"
(Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson)
A picture of Mrs. Johnson and
Mary Jo is elsewhere on this page.
DEEP APOLOGIES to the ladies
whose pictures we snapped at the
Woman's Club meetin.g last Friday.
In our chivalry to help some of the

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FULTON

(See Diary) The man facing the camera is Mayor
Pro Tem Haley Hook of Paducah who, with Mary
Jo, and others welcomed Mrs. Johnson to West
Kentucky.
- (Photo Courtesy of Sun-Democrat)

Ladies out of the club into their
cars during the heavy rain after
the meeting our pictures fell in the
deluge and take it from us .
them thar Polaroid films just
won't stand no water no more.
Sorry, but we'll be around again.

gy weddings certainly didn't cost
much and they didn't entail much
preparation, but they surely had a
way of staying 'hitched" longer
than a lot of these big weddings of
today.
When the Houses have their anniversary party the wife of the
parson who performed the ceremony will be there, so will their
bridal attendants and all of their
nine children.
Mrs. House is the former Bertha
Jackson, a daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jackson of Wãter Valley, prominent and well
known citizens of that community.
Mr. House is the man of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Will House of Dukedom and they're expecting all
their kith and kin to be there to
wish them many happy returns of
the day.

Writing golden wedding anniversaries always have a special fascination for us when we put into
sentences the notes we make about
the long and useful lives people
live for fifty long years. But
there's one thing that usually
crops up in these interviews that
keeps us wondering for days and
days as we compare those weddings of yesteryear with the elaborate ceremonies of today. The
thing that amuses and puzzles us
Is when we ask "And where were
you married?" And the answer
comes back many times: "Sifting
Miss Gertrude Murphey was
in a buggy in front of the parson's
hostess to her missionary guild
house."
of the First Christian Church at
Recently Mr. and Mrs. Ernest her home on Eddings Street reHouse came in to tell us about the cently.
big ieeeation they are planning for
their golden wedding anniversary
Sunday, November 6 at 1230 until
Bring us your
two at the Martin High School.
RADIO and TV Repair
Both Mr. and Mrs. House seemed
to be having such a good time
making plans for that big event
RCA Color Television
and they were such pleasant and
Used TV Sets for Sale
happy people we said to them:
"We'll bet you were married in a
buggy."
They laughed heartily and said
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
yes, but they didn't exactly know
why. They said that they went to
300 Walnut Street
Rev. Tom Sadler's house. with
Phone 211
their attendants Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Jackson in a buggy just behind
them and they all sat there while
the now deceased Rev. Sadler performed the ceremony.
Fulton - Union City highway
One thing is for sure, those bugWed.-Thar.-Fri., Oct. 12, 13, 14
(Starts at 8:40)
Accurate
MISSISSIPPI GAMBLER
•
With Tyrone Power
WORKMANSHIP
(Also: starts at 7:00)
At Low Cost
FOUR FAST GUNS
Watches, Clocks and Time
With James Craig
limes of All Kinds Aeon
SATURDAY, OCT. 15
rately Repaired at Low Coat
(Starts at 8:50)
FIVE GATES TO HELL
ANDREWS
With Patricia Owens
(Also: starts at 7:00, 10:25)
Jewelry Company
GUNSMOKE IN TUCSON
With Mark Stevens

In a beautiful setting of blue and
white, and marked with simplicity,
and dignity, mias Dorothy Jean
Richards, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dick Richards of Fulton, and
James Hibbs, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Hibbs of Fulton, were united
in holy bonds of matrimony at the
South Fulton Baptist Church on
October the second, at three
o'clock in the afternoon, with HuIon Allen, minister of the church,
officiating at the double-ring ceremony.
Thfe marriage vows were exchanged in a setting of white
glads, mingied with dyed ice blue
carnations, greenery and ice blue
burning candles in tall candelabra.
Ice blue satin bows and streamers
added beauty and serenity to the
marked pews.
The lovely young bnae, given
in marriage by her brother, Harry Richards, wore a gown of ice
blue lace over taffeta, full billow
skirt, ballerina length, fitted bodice, sweetheart neckline and long
tapered sleeves. Her headpiece was
of white satin trimmed with seed
pearls. Her shoulder-length veil
was of ice blue illusion. Her shoes
and hose were ice blue. She carried a bouquet of dyed ice blue
carnations, mingled with white
tied with ice blue satin ribbon on
a white Bible.
Her only jewelry was a single
strand pearl necklace with matching earrings, a gift of the groom.
Her matron of honor was her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Harry Richards. She wore an original frock
of champaign beige pure silk, over
taffeta. Her skirt was full with unpressed pleats and was of ballerina length. The waist was tiny
tucks with a wide lace cummerbund and round neckline. She
wore champagne beige shirred
elbow length gloves. Her shoes and
headpiece were also of champagne
beige. Her hand bouquet was of
bronze baby mums tied with
bronze ribbon streamers.
Chester Gregory, cousin of the
groom, served as best man.
Miss Brenda Hopkins, organist,
presented a program of nuptial
music and
Kenneth Alexander
sang "I Love You Truly," "Always" and "The Lord's Prayer."

Wood & Pruitt TV

STARLITE

NI MAYTAG
AUTOMATIC'
WASHER

Sun.-Mon.-Tue., Oct. 16, 17, 18
(Starts at 8:35)
WILD RIVER
Montgomery Chit, Lee Remick .
(Also: starts at 7:00)
THE ALLIGATOR PEOPLE
With Lon Chaney, Jr.

Ushers were—Ronnie Brockwell,
and Johnny Mann.
The mother of the bride wore a
lilac linen sheath with winter
white accessories and a white carnation corsage.
The groom's mother wore royal
blue printed silk with black accessories and a corsage of white carnations.
Following the ceremony a reception was held in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Richards on
Central Avenue.
The house was decorated beautifully for the occasion, carrying out
the blue and white color scheme.
The three-tiered white wedding
cake, topped with a miniature
bride and groom and decorated
with ice blue rosebuds was placed
in the center of the reception
table, which was over laid with a
white lace cloth with ice blue ribbon draped around the table and
tied with clusters of tiny white
wedding bells.
A tall blue single candle burned on each side of the wedding
cake.
The centerpiece was a blue artificia planter. The crystal punch
bowl was surrounded with ivy and
blue artificial flowers. Blue and
white mints and nuts were an added attraction to the table.
After cutting the wedding cake
and making pictures, the newlyweds stood under a huge white
wedding bell in the arch-way of
the living room
and greeted
friends.
Miss Brenda Brockwell and
Mrs. Curtis Brockwell served the
guests. Mrs. Wallace Brockwell
presided at the register.

Dewey Johnson
AD types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
'Covering everything"
Felton. Ky.
Phone 406
422 Lake St.

1 TO 5 YEAR LOANS
TO FARMERS
for
Farm equipment
Clearing
Truck

Livestock
Buildings

Autos
Fencing
and other
Capital Investments

Repay loans when farm products
are sold
Interest for only the days you
use money
Loans made for General Operating
Expenses

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
John P. Wilson
Field Office Manager
Hickman. Kentucky
Fulton County Section of 27th Annual
Meeting
Cayce Elementary School
Tuesday Night. Nov. 1, 1960 - 7:30 P. M.
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LEGAL

NOTICE

By reason of an act of the State
Legislature K. R. fi. 060 the following accounts unclaimed for a
period of ten years, must be Paid
to the State of Kentucky, if not
claimed before November 1st 1960.
J. G. Anderson
J. A. Austin
Edna R Barber
Betty Boyd (('olored)
Ma
t Gardner
Edna R Hall
Thomas Hensley
R. B. Mostly
Wanda Jean Williams
R. P. Wright

33.03
21.31
55.16
79.58
55.64
24.65
7.79
11.39
23.78
70.61

CITY NATIONAL BANK
FULTON, KY.
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HOSPITAL NEWS

Miss Jenny Lee Darnall Becomes
Bride Of Charles Bedford Forrest
The wedding of Miss Jenny Lee
Darnall. daughter of Mrs. Robert
Madison Darnell of Union City
and the late Dr. Darnall, and Charles Bedford Forrest, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Bedford Forrest
of Fulton, was solemnized recently
at the Church Street Methodist
church at Knoxville with Dr. R.
H. Duncan, pastor of the church,
officiating at the double-ring ceremony.
Preceding the ceremony, Miss
Elizabeth Platt of Knoxville, presented selections of nuptial music
at the piano.
The bride, given in marriage by
her brother, Robert Darnall of
Union City, was lovely in a ballerina gown of Chantilly lace featuring a scalloped neckline with
tiny seed pearls and irridescent sequins accenting each scallop. The
back of the fitted bodice formed
a V-shape at which a large lace
bow was attached. Long tapered
sleeves were closed over the wrists
with tiny lace-covered buttons.
The full skirt featured a scalloped
hemline. Her veil of bridal illusion
was attached to a cluster of seed
pearls and sequins. She carried a
with
encircled
white
orchid
streamers of white ribbon and
tube roses arranged on a Bible

ACT Exams Set On
Nov. 5 For Seniors
High School seniors In Onion
and Weakley Counties may begin
paving the road to college by taking the battery of tests in the
American College Testing program
being given throughout the state
on Nov. 5. Registration for the
tests closes Saturday, Oct. 15.
A testing center for this area
has been set up at UTMB. This is
one of 26 testing centers throughout Tennessee where the battery
of college placement and counseling tests will be administered to
college-bound seniors, according to
Dr. R. F. 'Thomason, University of
Tennessee dean of admissions and
state coordinator for the ACT program.
Students must, report to the
centers by 8 a. m., Nov, 5, to take
the tests.

AT YOUR SERVICE

Educators To
Attend Meeting

WATER VALLEY—
Continued from rage one
trenches. Few of them were identified. A monument to their memory has been erected in the ceretery.
The small band of troops that
escaped tire epidemic were pulled
out of Kentucky after the fall of
Fort Donelson on the Cumberland
River, and fought in the Battle of

The following persons were patients in the local hospitals WedSome 1700 West Kentucky Edunesday morning.
cators are expected to attend the
FULTON HOSPITAL
seventy-sixth convention of the
Mrs. J. E. Mansfield, Mrs. Ran- First I)istrict Education Associaopened at her favorite scripture.
dall Brown, Mrs. Ora Reed, Jerry
Miss Joy Stubblefield of Memtion at Murray State College FriSpeight, Gardner Whitlock, Mrs. day, Oct. 14.
phis, the bride's only attendant,
LeonMrs.
Harris,
Ola
Link,
Helen
was attired in a waltz-length blue
Dr. Ernest 0. Melby, professor
A marker for the Cherokee Inard Grubbs. John Beucom, Frank
lace over satin frock having a
education at Michigan State dian "Trail of Tears" in Western
of
Mrs.
V.
Putnam,
R.
Dr.
Gibbs,
carried
sweetheart neckline. She
William L. Mat- Kentucky has been approved and
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phis.
Wade accounted for another South Oliver. R. L. Cannon, Mrs. James
Oct. 14.
The bridegroom-elect attended there.
Mrs. Jewell McClain. district
NOTICE: Car Owners!
-eding the South Fulton - Fulton marker and again Parch- C. Croft, Mrs. Clarence Batley,
Clinton High school and the Unimanager of the Supreme Forest
Trezevant football game here Fri- man's run was good for the bonus. Mrs. Riley Smith, Mrs. Dan Hastand
Tennessee,
in
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Circle
Woodmen
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ings,
Mrs. George Griffith, all of
Wade and Lowe broke
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day night there was a parade
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town. In the parade was the Trezevant line in the final Fulton; Mrs. V A. Richardson.
through
COVERS at
ness. He was a member of Sigma
in Kentucky. this week attended
Fulton Homecoming period to block a punt, and Parch- Martin, and Mrs. S. A. Jones,
South
the
Alpha Epsilon fraternity and was
the Tennessee Fraternal Congress
Queen. Mis Janice Sue Fields, at- man scored from the five. Richard Cayce.
a member of the Royal Club in
meeting held at Sewanee, Tenn.
of Mr. and Mrs. Isbell added the extra point.
daughter
tractive
They attended a banquet at
the 1960 Cotton Carnival. He is
and her attendants,
Fields,
Clyde
Installed Free
TAKEN TO MEMPHIS
Illinois
Sewanee Sunday night, then spent
now employed with the
Newbern. with a mighty finish,
Miss Beverly Parchman, daughter
Charlie
Stallins
retired
grocer,
Tullahoma
ki
Monday
night
Central railroad at Memphis.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Parchman scored two touchdowns in the was taken to the Baptist Hospital Tenn.
Mrs. McClain is secretary
The wedding is to be held Nov. and Miss Rosemary Clark, daugh- final two minutes of play Thursin Memphis in a Whitnel ambul- of the Tennessee Fraternal ConProp
25 at the Cumberland Presbyter- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Clark. day night to hand Fulton's Bullance Monday morning. He had gress.
Phone 58
Fourth Street
ian church at 8 p. in., with the
The queen was crowned by dogs a 31-26 defeat at Newbern. been a patient in Jones
Hospital
Rev. Richard Coons, pastor of the Captain Jimmy Lowe, in a pre- It was an exciting game from
here.
Who is EVE?
church. officiating.
game ceremony beginning at 7:45 start to finish and a good crowd
from Fulton attended.
p.m.
The Bulldogs held a 26-19 lead
The South Fulton Red Devils
(NINTH In A Series)
downed Trezevant by a score of with two minutes and 40 seconds
28-7 at South Fulton Friday night to go, when Newbern unleashed a
The Red Devils scored three passing attack which speUed doom
touchdowns in the first half to to the Bulldogs' hopes.
Fultons passing combination of
hold a 21-7 halftime advantage
and added another for good mea- Johnny Covington to Jerry Lacewell proved the brightest spot of
sure in the final quarter.
Donald
Halfback
Parchman the entire game for the Bulldogs,
scored first on a 20-yard sprint, with the pair completing two
passes.
touchdown
Covington,
and then ran the extra point.
Jimmy Lowe recovered a fumble playing his first year on the varto set up the second marker with sity, is rapidly developing into an
Mike Reed going 10 yards for the expert passer.
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Local Women Attend
Fraternal Congress

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,
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October Thriller Days Al National Store!

SAVINGS EVENT!

BOYS BLUE JEANS

Diary of Doins

Herbie Cathey
Popular Herbie Cathey is a newcomer to the staff of WFUL
but we've learned he's not a newcomer or a stranger to literally
hundreds of people in the Ken-Tenn territory who were delighted to hear his voice on the air.
Herbie is a young fellow ,as you can well see but he's marlied and the father of two lovely children. He's another native
Fultonian to join the stet which makes WFUL the truly homeowned and home-operated station in this neck of the woods.
Herble was as anxious to Join the staff as we were to
have him Join and he's confessed that he's always had a real
love for radio and believes in the value of this medium to bring
entertainment and service to the area it serves.
We didn't do Herbie quite right by starting him off on the
busy live-wire program, but you'll admit with us that he's doing
a fine job. What'smore he has more people pulling for him than
anybody we know and that makes all of us happy to know
we've got another very fine young man on our staff.
Herbie is the kind of fellow who is eager to help in any task
assigned him and one day he just came along and emptied the

The Annie Armstrong Circle of ies Day at the Country Club here
the First Baptist Church met Mon- Tuesday. Following the pot-luck
day night at the home of Mrs. J. D. luncheon. games of bridge and golf
Simpson. Mrs. Leland Adams, pre- were enjoyed during the aftersided over the business session.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. Lon Jamison.
The Home and Garden DepartA report from the Community ment will present its annual flowService Chairman was given by' er show for the general meeting
Mrs. Simpson and the Mission of the Woman's Club on Friday,
Study report was given by Mrs. Nov. 4, with Mrs. C. E. Reeds,
Pete Green. The treasurer's report chairman, assisted by Mrs. D. C.
for the year was given by Mrs. Thacker, Mrs. Ray Graham, Mrs.
Beulah May Hutchens and Mrs. W. L. Roper and Mrs. Roy Latta.
Cecil Arnold presented the proA significant feature of the show
gram.
A social hour followed the meet- will include entries by the men
ing, during which a party plate flower growers of the community,
was served. Mrs. Arnold was co- antitied, "Recreation".
hostess.
In order that the public may be
privileged to see the display of
and
Green.
president,
Pete
Mrs.
beautiful fall flowers, the entries
a group of members from the lo- will remain in place and the doors
cal American Legion Ausillary of the Woman's Club building open
will attend a First District meet- from 5 to 8 p. m.
ing of the auxiliary On Sunday,
The various categories of flowOct. 16, at Princeton.
There will be a luncheon at 1 ers will be armotmced later.
p. m. Mrs. Green is sergeant-atarms for the First District group
Mrs. J. H. Stanley of Phoenix,
Ariz., the former Helen Strange of
Fulton, is spending the week here
with her daughter, Mrs. Bobby
Buckingham and family. Her husband is in Concord, N. C., visiting
his parents. He will }coin Mrs.
Stanley here this weekend.

Neal Hicks

Funeral services for Neal Hicks,
former resident of the Crutchfield
community, who died October 2 in
Fullerton, Calif., were held at 2
p. m. Sunday at the Crutchfield
Methodist Church. The Rev. J. F.
McMinn officiated. Burial, under
direction of Hornbeak Funeral
Eight golfers from the Paris Home, was in Rock Springs CemeCountry Club were guests at Lad- tery.

waste baskets. We kidded him about it and he said: 'Tye done
everything wherever I've worked and hard work is not one of

The Whitnel Funeral Home

the things Fm afraid of." And he's not. You can rest assured of

Cadillac Ambulance Service
- - - always Dependable, Courteous

that.

RADIO STATION WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

PHONES 1270 - 1500
Fulton, Ky.

Sizes 6 to 16
133-4 - Oz. Denim 41
REG. $1.99

•

MATCHED WORK SUITS
(Choice of Grey or Khaki)

SHIRTS

PANTS

Sizes 14 to 17

Sizes 29 to 42

$2.19

1,

$2.98

MENS'RANGER

Mens Insulated

Work Shoes

RUBBER

Cork Sole—Cushion
Insole-D & EE Lasts.
REG.$10.95

Sizes 6 to 12

Now $8.80

$7.95

Mons' All - Leather
REG.$15.95
Insulated

MEM, BOYS

BOOTS
Now $11.95

BOOTS

- SPORT SHIRTS
Boys 2 to 16
Mens' S-M-L

$1.00 EACH

A Memorial Service
- - with Sympathy and Dignity
408 Eddings Street

Tel. 88
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Fulton County Increased In School
Transportation Fund From Tax
According to the Setio.,1 Foundation Program estimates, the Fulton County School Districts will
receive a tentative allottment of
$27,768 in 1960-61 for transportation of pupils, Butler said. This is
an increase of 66,743 over last
year's appropriations. The figures
do not apply to a few di-tricts
which receive state aid under a
guarantee provision.
"It is quite true." Butler continued, "that some areas of Kentucky lack adequate transportation for theft pupils, but this increase in funds will certainly help
alleviate the problem."
"Many vital improvements in
pupil transportati,in
have been
achieved in the years that the
School Foundation Program has
been in operation. Under the new
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IN BAPTIST HOSPITAL

TRANSYLVANIA

Bill W. Gore of Paducah is a
Transylvania College in Lezing
Transportation Formula, passed by patient in the
Baptist Memorial ton, the oldest institution of high
the 1960 General Assembly, ad- Hospital in Memphis.
His room er leaning west of the Allagherr
ditional improvements can now be number is 725.
Mountains, was a university fror
made."
1799 until 1914, when it decided e
Nearly 300,000 students throughconcentrate its attention on th
ATI'END SCHOOL
out Kentucky, who require transliberal arts program.
portatiori to school, will benefit
Paul Hensley, Southern Bell Toll
from the increase sales tax funds
test board man, is in Louisville
each day during the year.
PATIENT IN HOSPTAL
attending a three week basic electrical school.
L. A. Sprayberry is a patient it the Illinois Central Hospital ii
Chicago. His room number is 261

Paul Malone, 56, colored, of Fulton, was sentenced to life imprisonment by the Fulton Circuit
Court last Thursday. Malone entered a plea of guilty of the first
degree murder charge, in connection with the slaying of his
nephew, John E. Malone, 33, on
Friday, July 1, in Missionary Bottom.
Malone, who surrendered at police headquarters following
the
fatal shooting, has been herd
in
the county jail awaiting
trial.

Is Change-of-Life Making You
Only Half a Woman?
...Teo tons*, tee tired to be a real companion to your husband?
Special womea's medicine can relieve without suffering!
If change-of-life has left yogi
loot flashes", weakness, nervousness only "half" a woman, get Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
...thou you saa enjoy life fully egoist
druggists. See how fast you
Has change-oil-life left you weak, from
feel all woman" again!
eau
nervous so you feel "half" alive?
Lydia Pinkham's Compound can
SLEEP 11 MOURS-WAKE UP TIRED?
relieve both tense feelings and
physical distress! In doctor's tests
When due to simple iron-deflashes*
Pinkham's
"hot
with
ficiency anemia, take Pinkharn
subsided. Nervousnesswas calmed.
Tablets. Iron-rich, they start to
Then most women can go "smilstrengthen your blood in I day!
"change-of-life
through
Lng"

KENTUCKY IS THE FOIST STATE in the nation to ant to the Governor; State Health Commissioner,
submit a nuclear control plan to the United States
Dr. Russell Teague, and James Nutter, Deputy ComAtomic Energy Commanion in an effort to transfer
authority from federal to state government for li- missioner of the Department of Economic Developcensing of nuclear industry. From left to right are ment. Kentucky beat such states as New York and
James Neel. Jr., State Coordinator of Atomic Ac- California in the rush for licensing
authority of
tivities: Wendell Ford, ('hief Administrative Assisi- such industry.

Mrs. H. L.
treet, Fulton.
Freshman in
and Science.
students
10 sororities
held Sunday,
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When the 1860 Convention of
the Republican Party nominated
Lincoln at Chicago, it was at the
expense of William Henry Seward,
the man who had founded the party. Lincoln supporters stole the
nomination by using bogus tickets
to the Convention hall to admit
Lincoln men while crowding the
Seward men from the building.

blerousers , . . few of them were
aimed at the thinking mass of people. Below are the main points of
a speech delivered by Seward at
St. Paul. Minnesota, on September
17 of 1660:
I. He looked to the acquisition of
British America. Russian America
(Alaska) and all of SpanishAmerica.
For some time, Seruitor Seward 2. There were men then born, he
was in a large peeve. He announc- said, who woud live to see Amered through friends that he would ica • lend of free men, with no
"retire from public life . . that slavery.
even if Lincoln was elected. he 3. American, he said, is "the land
would refuse to accept any office of the white man."
from Lincoln He would refuse to 4. Disturbing elements would soon
accept any Cabinet seat, any place paw away without disturbing the
In the Supreme Court . . . or the UTHOPI.
Mission to Lon4on-7"
5. Talking of threats of the South
Seward's peeve did not last to "dissolve the Union." Seward
long. It has often been said that said: "Who is afraid? No one is
the difference between Jefferson afraid!"
Davis and Abraham Lincoln. the 6. The nation, he said, iirould move
leaders of the two sections darts& to the West The time would come
the Civil War. was that "Davis when New York would no longer
could take a good friend and make be the Empire State, Pennsylvania
an enemy of hint. Lincoln could would no longer be the Keystone
make a friend of an enemy, and State, and as Virginia has "ceased
then bring out the best in the man to be the Old Dommion." the New
Dominion. the Keystone State, and
for the service of the country."
It was to he that way with Re- the new Empire State will be in
st ard and Lincoln. The two men the Mississippi Valley."
Let us. from this hundred years.
were to make history together'. By
the middle of September of lag& look at the record and see what
Seward was going all over the na- Seward did. He became Secretary
tion. delivering speeches erring of State under Lincoln. He did buy
the election of Lincoln and other the Russian territory, and we now
have the new State of Alaska.
Republicans.
There had been some concern (Seward's Folly, they called its
over the western states. The South Purchase for Just a few million
expected the West to go with the dollars during the administration
South if the slave-states seceded. of Andrew Johnson.) America
The western states would furnish would not acquire British Amerthousands of soldiers for the ica but the common boundry would
Union, but they were to furnish, not need fortifications. The Nation
ail°. a few thousand copperhead' would not acquire Spanish Amerand others who would do all in ica. but we would have the chance
their power to disrupt the Union. at Cuba in 15811 and tarn it down
(For that matter, every part of the ... but the Nation would he called
North would also furnish many of "Imperialists" by Castro and his
the same breed). Seward's speech- Ilk. In regard to the other items
es helped a great deed in swinging mentioned by Seward. the end of
the west into the Republican fold, slavery would come sooner than
and in electing Lincoln. Most of he expected. and even there Sethe political speeches of that day ward would be deeply involved
were harangues aimed at the cab- Lincoln would read the Emancipa-

tion Proclamation to him, and he
would be so enthusiastic that when
the artist came to paint a Picture
of Lincoln and his cabinet. Seward saw to It that the posing was
in such a way that It would seem
that he, Seward, had written the
Proclamation. Look at the picture
of the reading... Seward is sitting
In the middle of the group, one
fore-finger extended as if to Imply that It was his hand that guided the pen when that document
was written.
What about Seward's prophecy
that the Nation would move westward?
No, Seward did not make a perfect speech, but for his time, what
he had to say made an unusually
large amount of sense.
In Cleveland, Ohio, about the
same time that Seward was there,
the city had a religious celebration "The procession was nearly
two miles long." said the editor,
"as was also the prayer of Dr
Perry, the Chaplin."
The Chaplin's prayer was longer, it seems, than Seward's speech

David Powell Is
Named To Famed
Angus Group
David Powell, 14, Fulton, has
been granted a junks- membership
in the American Angus Association
at St. Joseph, Missouri, announces
Frank Richards, secretary.
His new junior membership, issued during September enables
him to register his purebred Angus at regular membership rates
and entitles him to the
privileges
of the Association until he
reaches
the age of 21. At that time he will
be eligible to convert to a
lifetime
membership in the Association.
-)avid was one of 52 young
people in the United States to
receive
junior memberships last month.

The sheep industry is well fitted
for the grassland farmer who has
a shortage of labor and surplus
pasture' ti is a proven fact that
sheep will return more dollars income per dollar invested than any
other form of livestock. Dairying
will also give you a high income
but there is more labor involved
as well as investment.
Sheep will utilize more pasture
and other roughage and less grain
than other livestock enterprises.
Sheep seem to convert this roughage into a marketable product in
an almost production line fashion.
The wool clip comes Pn April or
May, when money is badly needed
for current expenses, then the
early lamb crop in late May or
June and often a fall selling of
late lambs which could not make
the early market.
Most sheepmen praise their
flocks grazing habits as being seasonal with the pasture cycle. Under ncrrrnal conditions heavy grazing comes early for three to four
months while the lambs are growing and the owes are milking
heavy. The owes will utilize much
pasture during the year that would
otherwise be lost. They also graze
close and get along with less feed
during the summer months when
most of our pastures are dormant.
Since sheep need to be in a thin,
but thrifty condition at breeding
time, this season fits the bill for
many of our farmers.
Most of the farms in Western
Kentucky could handle sheep well
In their farming program. ,They
work well with dairy cows since
sheep will eat over 90 per cent of
the weeds common to our farms.
It seems to be this would be a big
help to some dairyman in the area
since most of the mower blades
are probably dull from the tall
weeds that may be seen passing
by. Sheep would eat those weeds
when young and never let them
mature. Since the mower blade is
dull why not try sheep for weed
control and make a profit at the
time.
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Ground Beef
TOPPY

WHOLE 10 to 12 LB.

47c

FLA. PINK

EA. 1 OC
CARROTS Golden Pk. .... 10c
APPLES York For Cooking 2 Lbs.25c
GRAPES FANCY TOKAY 2 Lbs. 25c
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PUDDINGS

Macaroni or Spaghetti

Colonial SUGAR 10 Lbs. 89c With
This Coupon and Purchase of $5.00
or More of Groceries Excluding
Tobacco.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Friel& •

SOUTHSIDE DRUG

Phones 3,40

,& State Line
Corner Martin!Ewa)

Famous Name Brand Closeout Less Than Cost!

$160 In Bexel Vitamins FREE

Electric Razors

(On A Lazy Susan)
Come in: Well Give You The Detaiba

SAVE $8.50 At Least!

$16.95
(While They Last)
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baby of Fulton visited his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Yates Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called
on Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp,
Marilyn and Mr. Sam Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews,
Larry and Mrs. Matthew's sister
of Detroit were guests of the A. T.
Hicks' recently.
Mr. Bill Winstead returned to
his borne in Akron last week after
visiting his sister, Mrs. W. L Matthew*, Mr. Matthews and Larry.
Mrs. Ors McGuire visited her
daughter, Mrs. Louis Jones one
day last week.

Hickman County
Loses Top Priority

Mr. Butan Lassiter and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter,
left Friday night for Akron, Ohio,
Indications are that Hickman
where they will visit at the bedCounty's chance of obtaining a
side of their son and brother,
"large production facility" is slipDavid Lassiter, who is hospitalized
ins away, according to the Hickfor a few weeks. All of David's
man County Gazette.
friends here hope for him, speedy
Only a last minute change of
recovery.
mind by a number of landowners
The Weekley County Baptist
located in the tract under consiAssociation met at New Salem
deration for the industrial site
Baptist Church promptly at 10
near Columbus could revive any
a. on., Tuesday, Oct. 4, with the
hope of obtaining the industry.
Rev. James Holt as pastor. The
It was learned that the as yet
meeting was well attended with
unnamed interested industry has
delegates from each 'church. The
authorized its agent to concenusual business session was carried
trate their efforts on other sites
Who is EVE?
out. The annual sermon was delivered by the Rev. Dennis Beal
at 11:30 a. m. and the Missionary Lars HAVE A PASTY
Tear Favorite Bemoan
Sermon was by the Rev. Robert
Campbell at 3:10 p. m. The Rev.
Mr. Campbell is a former pastor
of the church.
At the noon hour a basket lunch
4 4
it
was spread on the church grounds.
1
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S
E
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The following day, Wednesday,
Oct. 5, the association convened at
Mack's Grove with Rev. W. D. Med commies sleek la
4
11 ;
441144 Lake Street
West Keeteekl
Freeman as pastor. Each day, all
churches of the Association were
reported to have full cooperation
and fine fellowship.
Miss Juanita Hammett of Hollow Rock, Teen. is visiting relatives over this area. She was a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Button Lassiter and your writer Sunday
night. Over the past weekend she
was a guest of Mrs. Bill Doyle in
Union City, and her aunt, Mrs. B.
L. Doran of Martin, Route 2, and
Mrs. Lizzie Vincent of the Public
Wells area of this county.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilds of Dukedom are very proud parents of a
baby daughter, who arrived a few
days ago. Mrs. Wilds is the former
Shirley Marie Morris and this is
their second child.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell of
Paducah spent Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
They recently returned from a
trip to Lexington, Ky.. where Earl
had atended a meeting of the water Works session and they also
visited their son, Don Mitchell,
his wife, Sue. and baby son. Mark,
and their daughter Judy Mitchell.
who is a freshmen at UK. Don is
a senior there and is majoring in
engineering. Sue, his wife, was
graduated there in June and is
now teaching in the grade school
of Lexington..
Mrs. Joe Payne of near Mayfield
is here in our midst visiting her
sister, Mrs. Burnett Lintz and Mr.
Lintz, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent. She is enjoying her visit
with each.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill
of Union City were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True and attended the meeting of the Weakley
County Association at New Salem
Baptist Church arid Mack's Grove.
This writer won't
to make
the fig preserves I had planned
for my fig bush only produced two
lonely figs to full maturity. I had
watched the growth since last
spring, when I thought the tree
had died from the severe weather
of last March. It was late spring
before any sign of life came forth.
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Si Reps COMBINATION SYRINGE
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FOUNTSIN SYRINGE

Come in and
ask us for FREE
Entry Blank
and details

• DUKEDOM

RT. 2
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor

Reg.59c Stationery .

•••

2k

30 Sheets, 20 Envelopes

BEAUTY
inspired by a Rose
eAtinui

Tcosmetics

Accent your beauty with Dorothy Perkins
cosmetics planned for you by the world's
foremost beauty •xperts . . . exciting
cosmetics to impart a fresh, youthful love.
liness enchanting as the rose for which they
were named. See our Dorothy Perkins
beauty preparations
... magnificent quality,
exquisitely packaged.

ski. COUP, psalm-op,
&osmium $1 sad

Carrying cases for 45 rpm Records
(Reg. $3.25)

$2.50

We continue to have gloomy,
foggy weather. Don't see the sun
much these days.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Williams and
family of Paducah were the Sunday night supper guests of his
granddad. Mr. W. L. Rowland, and
aunt, Allie.
Mrs. Maude and Miss Constance
Jones visited in the A. A. McGuire
home Wednesday.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Ernmerson
and Bob of Melber ate Sunday
dinner with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Ernmerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmage Adams
were guests of the Paul Cathey's
Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Yates and

LOCI@IITT

Spray..
$ Can)... cans $1.50
.
Aerosol Fly

PAIISC7'
WORKE

Cologne & Sprayer,2 Bottles $1.00
Metal Waste Baskets
Regularly $1.00

•••

39c

Aretlabie wees
le plump, boos
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My Mom's modern
...she dries
clothes
ELECTRICALLY

Reg.$1.35 Hostess Household Rubber Gloves, with cuffs ... 1.19 PAUL NAILLING
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More and more modern mothers are drying clothes
the safe, dean,fast electric way. Electric
...cheaper to
clothes dryers are cheaper to buy.
maintain ...and cost only pennies per load to
operate. You save dollars instead of pennies — up
to $50 alone on the purchase price. You save dollars
co upkeep too, because electric dryers have fewer
operating parts than flame-type dryers. And ... you
save clothes because electric drying heat is dean,
gentle and safe- Clothes look better — last longer
when dried the modern way... electrically.

Is
Now

&joy carefree washdays ... dry clothes the
modern way ... electrically.
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MAC/35A CHAIN SAW
•Starts fast In any weather
• Takes straight bars up to 92'
•4 22:1 gear ratio
•Thrifty to buy, thrifty to operate
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KENTUCKY UTILMES COMPANY
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Station Wagon and a Convertible!

extend sympathy in their sorrow!
MAMMOTH CAVE
CIRCULAR RACETRACK
• CHESTNUT GLADE
at the death of Leon who attended
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan • school at Chestnut Glade and
Mammoth Cave, one of nature's
The first circular racetrack in
Martin a few years ago when the most awesome wonders, is one of the
•
West, and probably in Amerthe largest caves in the world.
family lived in this community.
ica, was constructed between
Last Week
Contai
ning
five
differe
nt levels, Stanford and Crab Orchar
Friends regret the accident in
d no latThe singing at the Sandy Branch which Dewey Grissom's hand was the cave has over 175 miles of er than 1798.
Jane Vorhees showed the grand
Colonel William
charte
red
avenue
Church
s.
was
very
a
Discov
ered
pleasin
so
injure
g
badly
in
sucd
Whitle
when
y
it
champion Shorthorn in the Murray
named the track "Sportswas
cess last Saturday night. A Large caught in a cornpicker. After be- 1799, the cave first gained nationa
District 4-H Club and F. F. A.Show
l man's Hill". It was constructed
of
crowd attended and some very ing rushed to the Hillview Hos- fame during the
on Monday, October 3 while Joy
War of 1812. clay, and like out races
fine singing was enjoyed. Several pital he was sent to the Campbell when
today, the
Everett had the reserve champion
it was a major source of
horses ran counter-clockwise---opfrom other congregations attend- Clinic where it is hoped that
A
Light Shorthorn.
he salt petre to suply gun
powder for posite to the conventional
ed. Plans are well on the way for will not lose his hand.
Charles Mikel showed the redirecs
the Association that will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Terrell from the American soldiers.
tion in England.
serve champion Light Hereford
this congregation October 14-15- Michigan are visiting relatives in
while J. B. Parker, Jr. had the
16.
this community.
third place calf in that division.
Brother David Hilliard and
Tom McNeal showed he reserve
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Pryor from
family were dinner guests of Mr.
champion Light Angus calf.
Wood River, Ill, visited her parand
Mrs.
Will
Reed
last
Sunday ents, Mr.
Three Fulton County boys and
and Mrs. Dean Terrell
after the service at New Hope.
girls were selected to enter the
last week. They report that they
Brotner Brad Brumley and are thoroughly
Showmanship Contest. They were:
enjoying their
family and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey new home
Jane Vorhees, Harry Watts and
and work.
Vaughan were dinner guests of Mr.
Cooper Watts with Hairy
Watts
and Mrs. Dean Terrel after service
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wright and
placing second in that contest.
nunemffintrommimpivilimmtinuirme:II.
at Oak Grove last Sunday. Bro- Mike made a short visit to home
Other blue ribbon calfs from
ther. Brumley will preach for the folks last Saturday before moving
Fulton County were shown by
OF OUR
Mike Major and Billy Amberg.
Oak Grove Congregation. He be- to Newport, Arkansas_
Red ribbon cults were shown by
gan a series of lessons Sunday
Carol Mabry, Johnny Bob Watts,
night with slide illustrations that
were very interesting. Everyone is
James Everett and Lynn Major.
cordially invited to attend each of
White ribbon calfs were shown
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURD
AY
the services which are Sunday
by Nancy Shaw. Robert Cook and
School at 10 a. m.. Preaching at 11
Jean Everett.
and 7, Bible Study at 7:30 p. m.
In all sixteen boys and girls
each Wednesday.
from
Fulton County entered
State Representative Joe Trees
twenty calfs in the District Show GOVERNOR BERT COMES
Mrs. Eula Rogers and Mrs. Har- of Fulton was speaker at
reeeives a "vote yes. constitutional conthe reguand Sale. These calls weighed 17,- vention" badge from Kentucky Jaycee Presid
Vaughan visited
several lar monthly meeting of the Fultonent Darryl Hughes. Mt. vey
734 pounds and sold for $5,404.04 Sterling. The Stale Jaycee organization had solicit
friend
s
in
Fulton Monday after- South Fulton Business and Profesed the aid of the
which is an average of 931.04 cwt. Governor and state employees in publicising the need for the constit
u- noon. A visit was made to Mrs. sional Women's Club at the K. U.
These calls were purchased by tional convention, im issue appearing on the November ballot.
Essie Rotes, and sisters, Mrs. office last week.
local merchants which included
Glover and Mrs. Farmer. Mrs.
E. W. James, Robinson Grain
Mr. Trees spoke to the club
Farmer is very feeble. Mrs. Lucy
White; choice of cup, saucer or
Company, Sadler Gas Company,
bowl
Gibbs joined the list of visits to about the Constitutional changes
Ripley Tractor Company, Joe
Mrs. Sallie Nanney and Mrs. Min- and urged all members to vote in
Powell, Cloys Serum Company,
nie Brann at the Henderson Home favor of a constitutional conven10-Qt. and giant 35-Qt; Reg.
Jones Grain Company and ReelMrs. R. Ward Bushart, Fulton, ative Marlow Cook,
for
the Aged. Mrs. Nanney and tion.
$3.49
Lotdsville Reand
foot Packing Company.
Wood
Tipton, Hickman publican, who are serving as
Mrs.
Beam
also
n
Mrs.
Nola
Barber
CoA
pot-lu
ck
dinner
was
enjoyed
have been named Fulton County Chairmen.
and Mrs. Nettie 'vie seemed to be
at 6:30 with Mrs. Mozelle Green
Co-Chairman of the Bipartisan
PARK AIRPORT
getting along nicely. Mies Flora
Regular 98e value
and
Mrs. Beulah Jewell as hosThe State Bipartisan Committee Oliver
The airport at Keritucicy Dam Committee for Conirltution' Imat the Jones Hospital is untesses.
for Constitution Improvement is
Village State Park on the shores provernegit.
improved. Mrs. Zelma Grubbs who
They are two of the 120 Coun- a nonpolitical, nonprofit organiza- underwent surgery at the Fulton
if Kentucky Lake was the first
Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards, presition
workin
Up to 35c values
g
to
bring
the Consti- Hospital for the fractured
Accredited airport at a state park ty Chairmen appointed frorn a list
dent, presided over the business
kneetution
up
to
date.
of outstanding Kentucktans by the
In the nation.
cap is improved satisfactory. Mrs. meeting, during which time
plans
State Committee Headquarters in
"I wonder how many people in Lewis Burke is very low. Mr. for the club's style show, to be
Louisville.
Pleated rayon fabric; Reg
Fulton county would be vrWing to Burke is improving. Both have held in the South Fulton gym on
$2.98
"antlicSv's constitution pro.
The State organization is headed trade their
been
patient
s
at
the
Oct.
Fulton
25,
were
Hosdiscus
1960
sed and all
television set in
a cot oration from hold- by Edward T.
Breathitt, Jr., Hop- onon an 1890 crank
g any real estate for over five
-style phono- pital for several weeks. Mr. Will parts were assigned.
Hagler was visits at his home on
Reg. $6.95. adjusts to any height
ire except such as is necta- kinsville Democrat and Represent- graph?" Mrs. Bushart asked.
Mrs. Lorene Harding was winSt. Line Street. He appeared to be
r ry for carrying on the bust; •ais for which it was chartered.
getting along nicely for one who ner of the sunshine gift.
'This limit is a handicap to Kenreached his 99th birthday last
There were 21 members and
tucky's attempt to attract new
Reg. $6.95; black, pink or white
Sept. 25th. Mrs. Elnora Vaughan
Industry and has limited the
four guests present. The guests
is
stayin
g
with
him
since
Zelma were Miss Anne Caldwe
ram, that otherwise would be
ll. Mrs.
has been in the hospital.
loaned and invested by corporaBessie Clifton and Mr. and Mrs.
Reg. 49e; fill stuffed toys, pillows
tions in Kentucky. This limitsFriends of the Tegethoff family Joe Treas.
, eta.
t ,n is one of the 12 subjects a
Kentucky's investment in new state roads
not eligible for federal
I. nfit•d constitutional canves. roads totaled over
$226 million aid - 260 miles.
non would consider.
from November 15, 1957, to July
"This Federal participation on a
1, 1960. Henry Ward, Commissionleemenels
er of the Kentucky Department of scale never before offered, cornHighways, reported this week in bined with bond and state funds,
Complete Liao
releasing a detailed map (page 3) made it possible to accelerate imReg. 98c; 400-needles; new colors
Hearing kid Batteries showing the overall program of the provements on all road systems in
every
section
of
Kentucky," the
department. The expenditure proBig
kir all makes of heariag at5s!
vided 1.440 miles of new highways commissioner said.
Visit our Hearing Aid Delmar
H4b and half-styles; Reg. 79e
23"
TV
during
the
Ward urged that all Kentuck31 month period.
wont at your first opparlisatty.
At The Price Of
November 15, 1957, marks the ians carefully evaluate the widedate that funds first became avail- spread benefits, both in their own
CiTY DRUG CO.
Pkg. of 12; First-quallty
21"
able from the 1956 $100 million county and in other parts of the
In Lake street
Phone 70
state,
resulti
ng
from this vast road
re...es
...0--. road bond issue. On that date the program. "Appro
es
val of the $90
Department of Highways launched
ammismiemmenmme
Reg. $2.98; Sizes 30-40, lace trim
its multimillion dollar road pro- million road and $10 million park
gram using bond funds to match bond issue on November 8 will
Increased Federal money made make it possible to continue up• •
Full bed size; Reg. $5.00 value
available to Kentucky by the 1958 grading the State's antiquated road
system
,"
he said. "Huge additionFederal Highway Act.
al Federal grants are available to
The breakdown of new road us if we can provide
the matching
Anst'd co/ors; 100 per cent cotton
conetruction by systems is as fol- funds.
lows: primary - 248 mlles; farmto-market - 789 miles; urban - 17
miles; interstate - 127 miles and
Reg. 29e pr; sizes 10-13; white only
Who is EVE?

FINAL 3DAYS
FALL HARVEST SALE

BIG BUYS - - - BIG SAVINGS

SAVE ON HOUSEHOLD NEEDS!
Heat-proof tableware
9c
PLASTIC WASTEBASKET SET .. $1.99

Local Women Are County Co-Chairmen
Of Group For Constitution Improvement

BALL BEARING ROLLING PIN ... 68c
ROUND CAKE PANS OR PIE PANS...17c

TAILORED LAMP SHADES • •
$1.74
Metal Adjustable Ironing Board . • $4.48
Large All Metal Clothes Hamper ...$4.86

If Kentuckians Want To Continue
Road Program, Vote Bond Issue

rat

'61 Rambler is Completely New!
The New Line Includes A 4 Door

Jane Vorhees
Shows Champion
Shorthorn

Treas Speaks To
Local B&PW Club

merlin%

COMPACT!

NOW ON DISPLAY AT—

and

Two Top Compacts for 1961!

11111Vorelea

TESTED

11 RAMBLER

ority

change of
landowners
nder considustrial site
revive any
Industry.
the as yet
ndustry has
to concenother sites

LEADING,

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER ... Lb. 34c

—SAVE ON CLOTHING!—
First Quality Seamless Nylons . • • .66c

/

REG. 79c LADIES APRONS • • • • 58c
REG.$2 BIRDSEYE DIAPERS • • • $1.48
EXQUISITE NYLON SLIPS . . . $1.88

Cold Weather
Is Soon Coming

Famous Cannon Brand Blankets

$3.66

Full Size Chenille Bedspreads . .

S2.66

MEN'S CUSHION SOLE SOX

mire

Now Is The Time To
Give Us Your
Order For

COA

— IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS —
CANDY SPECIAL, YOUR CHOICE 47c Lb.

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
( BASS

• Immediate Delivery

Phone 51

FXTRA

The

'ea

CITY COAL CO

Reg. 69c Bridge mix or choc. peanuts

ONLY $209.95

WALKER DELUXE
wet four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.

• All Sizes On Hand

4 FOIL88c

Fifth
Pint
sh Pint

$5.40
$3.40
$1.70

Hiram Walker & Sons, Ise.
Peoria. Illinois

ADMIRAL

WASHINGTON
Ultra -slim table model with 23' picture
tube. Transformer-powered 20,000 volt chassis.
Push-pull on-off
controL Full fidelity speaker. 19 W h.,
25%• w.,163'd.
Matching bass (opt). Metal cabinet.
TG241(120—
Charcoal. T0241(122—Maho
gany, TG24K123—.
Bloods Oak.

See us for the best deal in town

WOOD & PRUITT
Walnut St.

Fulton, Kentucky

OFFICIAL FOTBALL SET,3PCS.. $1.88
Football, kick stand, needle-pump
11-01. SIZE POLY PAIL
57c
Reg. 98c; Assorted colors

REG. 39c OUTDOOR THERMOMETER 28c
REG. 98c HOUSEHOLD BROOM ... 66c
REG.98c METAL BROOM RAKE ... 68c

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

t
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F. C. H. S. CHATTER I
By Martha Zari Cox

This week seems to have been
a busy one for everybody at
F. C. H. S. Six-weeks tests and
book reports have kept ever one
with his nose in his books. Many
aspirins have been taken along
with tranquilizers, but it seems
that everyone has pulled through
like champs. Now, all fear will be
over with the passing out of report cards and things will go
smoothly for another six weeks.
Did you ever stop to think that a
student goes through this dilema
at least six times a year? No wonder we teen-agers • seem to be
goofy to our elders!
Well, it seems that all of the
Miss F. C. H. S. candidates have
been elected with the exception to
the F. H. A. Club. Now, all the
classes and organizations are making preparations to raise money to
sponsor their candidates and the
girls are all very busy preparing
themselves for the big night. The
girls elected and their sponsors
are as follows: Freshman Class,
Catherine Jones and Linda McMullin; Sophomore Class, Nancy
Shuff and Judith Anderson; Junior
Class, Judy Cagle and Freda Williams; Senior Class, Merry Grey
and Martha Earl Cox; Beta Club,
Betty McIntyre; Science and Math
Club, Judy Kelly: F. H. A., Kitty

SERVICE NOTES
AUMHOLDER GERMANY (AHTNC)-Army Sgt James R.
Barker, 2, son of Mrs. Mable A.
Wall 108 Central ave. Fulton Ky.,
participated with other personnel
from the 8th Division's 16th Infantry in an eight-day field training
exertoise in Germany. The exercise
ended Sept. 29.
The intensive field exercise included a 52-mile road march, a
helicopter assault and a river
crossing operation.
Sergeant Barker, a fire team
leader in the infantry's Company
D in Baumholder, Germany, entered the Army in February 1950.
A graduate of Syrn,sonia High
School, the sergeant attended the
University of Louisville. He is a
member of Delta Alpha Epsilon
fraternity. His father, Ross Barker, lives in Symsonia.
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'Dream Job' Helps Crippled Tots
Dorothy Buck is 30 happy
today in her "dream job" as a
top-rank physical therapist that
she's given no serious thought
to marriage.
But attractive Miss Buck Is
more than a physical therapist,
fascinating as that field is to a
young woman who loves children and has a particularly
warm spot in her heart for
those disabled by birth defects.
At famed New York University
Medical Center in New York
City she is administrative assistant in the Children's Division. The medical college of
the University is aided by the
New March of Dimes.
Hers is probably the only
"dream job" of its kith in the
nation, she says.
"With these tots, new problems arise every hour dealing
with walking and crawling, and
devising new ways of doing
both. And that means a challenge every hour. There's nothing routine about my job," the
brunette and hazel-eyed therapist says. "And for that Fm
grateful."
She tells how she made a cereer in physical therapy and of
her interest in The National
Foundation's professional education program which, in this
one field alone, offers annually
103 March of Dimes scholarships of $500 each to applicants
in all 50 states and Puerto Rico.
She studied first at McGill
University, Montreal. Next, this
enterprising young woman enlisted in the women's division
of the Royal Canadian Air
Force and taught physical education and rehabilitation at the
Boundary Bay Base near Vancouver. She then obtained a
bachelor of science degree in
physical therapy at New York
University; worked at Bellevue
Hospital in New York City
with patients stricken with a
wide variety of disabilities; and
later by attending night classes

ANSWERS

TO YOUR TAX

S
QUESTION
SCENT

11BY WILLIAM E.

KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
Q. If a person receives from the
Department of Revenue a Retail
Sales and Use Tax Return (Revenue Form 51A102) and he has no
sales tax liability, should he file
the return?
A. Yes. If the person thinks he is
a consumer and not a retailer as
defined in the law, he should mail
the return along with a note explaining why he is not a retailer.
Q. What was the most common
error in filing the first month's
sales tax return?
A. Most errors were made apparently because of failure to follow instructions carefully before
filing that return. Most errors involved "total receipts", "net receipts" and "taxable receipts".
These are explained below.
Q. What is meant by "Total receipts"
A. nit_aninunt to enter as total
receipts should include al daily receipts (including all sales that are
subject to the sales tax plus all
sales that are not subject to the
tax). This amount entered as total
receipts must also include all tax
collected from the customers.
Q. What is meant by "Taxable
receipts'!"
A. This is the amount subject to

Council and Alice Goalder. There
will be about 14 girls with varied
talents which should present a
very enjoyable program. The date
is October 21 and the public is
urged to attend.
Doirolky Busk extends encouragement to Bobby Sehoure, 10,
The Pilots will open their 27of States fiend, N. Y., a birth defects victim.
game schedule here playing Murray College High November 4. This
she telescoped a Iwo-year and mother must serve as
course into one year in guid- home therapists.
year two new teams have been
ance and Dersonnel adminis"For any young woman with
added, North Marshall, Novemtration.
the normal desire to help
ber 18, here, and December 20,
"What Is SO satisfying about others in difficulty, particularly
there, Union City, here Dec. 9 and
the profession of physical ther- children, there is no more dethere Feb. 17. North Marshall is
apy," she explains, "is that sirable career than one in
1959s state champs. The Pilots this
we treat the patient as a whole. physical therapy," she says.
year are made up primarily of
We don't restrict ourselves to "It's certainly far better than
the immediate disability at pulverizing a typewriter or
Coach Garrison's undefeated Frosh
hand. And in the case of handi- taking someone's fractured dicteam of 57-58.
capped children, we also find tat ion."
Many F. C. H. S. girls have
F:nally,even if Dorothy Buck
ourselves 'treating' and 'teachjoined the newly organized social
ing‘ their parents-telling them has no immediate thoughts
club, THE ROSE-t-l'e, sponsored
that when the great day dawns about marriage for herself, she
by the Hickman Woman's Club.
that Susie or Tommy can leave -an:ties that there's no reason
us, rigorous physical therapy v.-hy a physical therapist can't
Membership is open to girls bemust continue and that fath^r have a career and a family too.
tween the ages of 13 and 17. This
should prove to be a very intereureemo
esting and profitable organization
By the way, Fulton High was1
Officers are as follows: Pre-3., Kitthe first school to accept the workty Council, Senior; 1st Vice Pres.,
ship invitation and drew what you
Judy Kelly, Senior; 2nd Vice Pres.,
might call "special recognition" in
Kay Fields, Senior; Recording
last week's issue of the COI.I.FI;E
We wotikl like to wish "Happy
Sec., Anne Marshall, Fresh.: BusiNEWS.
Birthday" to the following: Oct.
By Karen Dublin
ness Sec., Sandra Stokes, Fresh.;
The KENNEL staff is beginning 13: Rose Hyland, It E. Sanford.
Treasurer, Carolyn Mooney, Soph.
to make plans for the mock elecGrooms Carvell, Bobby Joe
Band members met Sept. 12 and
Sorry there WEIS no column last tion that will be held on Novem- Patsy
Maynard, Claudette Owen, Joe
elected the following officers: week, but between six weeks testa,
ber 2. Listed on the ballot will be Hall and Mrs. Joe Hall.
Pres., Joan McGinnis: Vice Pres., and getting the KENNEL out finthe candidates for President. ViceOct 14: Martha Sue Cade Mrs.
Carol Mabry; Sec., Nancy Shuff; ally, I hardly had time to breathe,
President, Senator, and Represen- R. M. Welch, Mrs. Annie Lucille
Librarian, Carolyn Mooney; Ser- much leas sit down and write. BeAlso listed wlU be the Ken- Sargon, Robert Graham. Mrs.
Shaw sides there just wasn't anything to tative.
George
geant-at-Arms,
tucky Constitutional Amendment Brown Moss, and Mrs. Vanford
Repsz r, Kitty Council.
write about except the Murray question. Voter registration will be
Smiley.
"The Pilot" annual staff was game (and I didn't want to devote
held Monday and Tuesday, under
Oct. 15: Patrick Hyland, Donna
year.
last
THAT!!)
of
close
the
at
to
elected
a whole column
the direction of Julia Woods and Lee Hudson. Kate Milner, and
on
Those who wished a position
The big news at dear ole FHS Jimmy Matheny. The Democratic Mrs. T. C. Davis.
ellserei#s the staff nominated themselves by
me/woof,
ItOsk.
week, was report cards!! They and Republican committees will
this
Oct. 16: Jerry Atkins, Guy Fry,
Neseeleter,
writing reasons for desiring a posipkIsotc.
came out on Wednesday, and al- be announced by the middle of Sonny Underwood, Charles Powof shortly awe. Colors.
would
they
position
the
and
tion
though there were several smiles, next week by their chairmen. Judy ell, and Ellis Heathcott.
11/6-is. top
like to have. Each student turned
Oct. 17: Sue Ellen Pharis. Santhere were also quite a few cries Moore, who is directing the DemoJulia
Mrs.
this in to be judged by
anguish and pain at the end of cratic campaign. and Mike Walker, dra Camp, Jim Burton and Edgar
of
White, Mrs. Gladys Barnett and
each class. Oh well, we start an- who is in charge of the Repabil- Grissom.
Carlos Lannom. Melinda Bizwell
Oct 18: Michael Calliham, Desother six-weeks now, and maybe can group.
holds the important position of bethings will turn out better this
The students seem to be taking me Abbot, A. J. Lowe, Mrs. Grover
ing editor. Others holding positions
time!!!
a great deal of interest in the pres- Dallas, Artie Marie Bondurant
are as follows: co-editor, Sonja
idential campaigns this year. and Patricia Sue Hood, Mrs. Lynn TayCrittenden
meet
Bulldogs
The
Childers; feature editor - Betty
several of them went up to Padu- or, Susan McDade and Mrs. Edgar
Friday
Field,
Memorial
McIntyre; Who's Who's-Rosemary County at
Chandler.
BLincoe; snapshots-Martha Cald- night at 7:45. This is another con- cah last Saturday to see Senator
Oct. 19 Mrs. Faye Laster, John
well; sporte-Dornsa Wilkerson; ference game, and a win over the Kennedy. There is more than one
with a Earl McClanahan, Wayne Cooley,
Favorites-Brenda Phipps; Busi- Rockets could help the FRS stand- girl wandering around
Robert A. Batts, Royce McKelvy,
ness Manager-David Stroud; As- ings greatly. The team now has a dreamy look in her eyes and mur- Al T. Owens, Harry Reams arid
hand!!".
shook
MY
"HE
mering.
seaa
and
record
conference
Neeneoese plonk fee
sistants-Carolyn
Elam, Joyce 1-1-1
Robert Rucker.
didoss,
ossey hoosokold
Hall, Merry Gray; Circulation ms record of 2-3-1. So come on Of course, there are quite a few
chores, NOW
Oct. 20 Esther L. Evans, Joe D.
stalwart Republicans at FHS, too.
14411. diem
manager-Sara Atkill, Jenny Argo, out and support the Big Blue!!
so the campaign looks like an ex- Davis and Marion Blackstone.
KENNEL
Patsy George, Sharon Bradshaw;
the
of
Four members
Oct 21: Linda Haynes, and Mrs.
advisors-Mrs. White, Franz Mil- staff-Kay Morris, Wanda Cash, citing one.
Ernest Boarschool
holiday
a
will
be
There
nd
ler.
Jimmy Wright, and myself-e
will
As an editor of the F. C. H. S. our advisor, Mrs. C. R. Bennett this Friday, since the teachers
A
I am very honored to write our have been invited to go to the first be going to the FDEA meeting to
school news. We, the newspaper annual Murray Scholastic News- be held at Murray State College.
Well, so long till next week,
staff, find it very interesting and paper Workshop at Murray State
have some more
1 "b illiata
sometimes trying work, but with College on Friday, October 28. when should
the constant aid and supervision There will be discussions during news about goings-on here at The Sensational New Invention
FHS!!
Sutherland's "MD° mos
of our advisor, Mrs. Barbara Am- the morning and afternoon sesNo Belts - No Strata berg, nothing seems too difficult. sions on subjects pertaining to the
No Odors
UK PROF. HELPS PROBE
Mrs. Amberg is our Senior Eng- high school newspaper. The deleApproved by Doctors - The
lish teacher and was supervisor gates will also be guests at a
WHILE THEY LAST
Dr. James W. Gladden, UniverWorld's Most Comfortable
for the school paper, The F. C.- luncheon in the Student Union
sity of Kentucky professor of soTruss
H. C. Lag, last year.
ballroom.
ciology, has been appointed a
member of the special committee
to study the educational system of
Fulton
Lake St.
Levittown, New York.

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS

12-at. Utility PM

Happy Birthday
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Nice Dish Cabinet
Extra Nice Chifferobe
Living Room Suites, from
Reworked Living Room Suites, tam
Platform Rocker, from
Odd Chairs, from
Pedal Type Singer Sewing Machias
Gas Ranges
45,000 BTU Gas Heater
55,000 BTU Gras Heater
Thermostat Wood Heater
Hot Blast Coal Heaters. from
Bed Springs. from
Used Motors
Coffee and End Tables,from
Nice Hot Plate
9x12 Rugs, from

1

1

_ $15.00
$12.50
$37.50
$47.50
$ 9.95
$ 2.50
$22.50
$57.50
$59.95
$74.95
$58.88
$49.50
$ 5.00
$ 5.00
$ 4.95
$ 5.95
$ 5.95

WADE'S USED STORE
BEN

Lake Si.

FRANKLIN •

Fulton, Ky.

"Trade With Wade and Savo"
EASY TERMS
Phone 478
217 Main Street

FIRST QUALITY
FIRST LINE

SHOES and BOOTS
FOR PM
$8.95 To $24.95

Forrester Shoe Shop
212 MAIN ST.

We Have All Kinds Of Clovers And Grasses
Just Arrived! An extra-nice supply of

IMPORTED BULBS FROM HOLLAND
Narcissus. Daffodil, Hyacinth, Tulip
-Nearly all colors!

it•Ckt.;(VI/ SORS
East State Lino

Phone 202

Telephone
Talk
by
R. D. HAYES
Your Telephone Manager

LOOK WHAT'S! NEW in extension phones? it's our
smartly modern Princess model. I'm happy to announce
the Princess is here--available to all. Just read on, and
you'll set why we're so excited about it.
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CITY DRUG CO.
408

No washday work means more
free time for you! And, It, more
economical, more modern, to send
your laundry to us! Call today!

DIAL LIGHTS UPI At night the dial of your Princess
glows softly to let you know exactly where the phone is.
Then when you lift the receiver, a bright dialing light

4

T.

comes on so you can dial without having to turn on lamps
or overhead lights.

ari

The Princess is so compact, too, it takes up practically
no room at all on your bedside table, desk, or kitchen
counter. And that's not all.

Nc

CO

The Princess is available in your choice of designer pastels: pink, blue, biege, or turquoise-or if you like, in

Personal
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Service
PROW Pickup an

The biennial session of tie.
leL.slature is line...ed to 6a tt .
under Kentucky's
buggy constitution. iinly two
other states have shorter sessions than Kentucky.

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING

SAVE WORK!
SAVE HANDS!
SAVE CLOTHES!

Speed Queen Automatic Wash*: with FM'- Year
Guarantee Priced to Sell.

Please read the Instructions
carefully. A separate instruction
sheet is mailed with the tax returr
sent to retailers the first of each
month.

Mr. Farmer! See A. C. Butts for your

2-ar. HANDY PAN
1
/

Fall Specials Al Wade's Used Store

the sales tax. Since the vales tax is
included in the total receipts (explained above), it should be taker
out before the three per cent tax
rate is applied.

Wor
Ind
Con

ru

pure white.

e Ivory!

The Princess is on display now in our business office.
Come by soon for a look, and I think you'll agree this
charming little phone is really something special- convenience plus beauty all wrapped up in one package!

0 K- PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners, Inc.
Phone 130
East Stale Lino
a

fe
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Women Teachers Fulton Court Is
Indorse Proposed Reversed In.Case
Convention Call Involving Jailer

First Issue This Year Of "THE KENNEL"
With Scoops and Poops About Students

Players Wanted
For Ball Game

Johnson, Roberts
Direct Campaign

we pay

Players are needed and wanted
the Honors Day program over the
By Karen Dublin
the Twin Cities All Star team
for
Dewey Johnson of Beelerton has
On January 31, 1958, a group of local radio station, WFUL.
will play the Arkansas
which
named Hickman county
Each year, the KENNEL holds
enthusiastic sophomores at Fulton
famous all-girl team, on been
Travelers,
chairman to direct the Democratic
High decided that school spirit was a banquet for its staff members Nov. 1 at the South Fulton gym.
Camp aign, the McAlister district
definitely not up to par, and they and advisors. It is held on the
The game is being sponsored by
magistrate has announced.
set out to find a solution. They anniversary of the first publicalarge
a
the local Jaycees and
Johnson said that he had refinally came up with the idea to tion, usually the last week in FebThe Fiscal Court of a county has publish a school paper. That de- ruary. At the banquet, the Fulton crowd is anticipated.
According to three local women,
his appointment from Smith
ceived
The Jaycees already have a list Broadbent, Jr., state Democratic
Awards are
the Delta Kappa Gamma chapter the sole power to authorize ex- cision has since meant a great High Citizenship
players,
basketball
star
local
of
In this area voted Saturday. Octo- penditures of public funds, the deal, not only to school spirit, but presented to the two students who
campaign chairman, and that
but they wish not to overlook any- Broadbent had also named Comber 1, to endorse the proposed Court of Appeals ruled recently.
also to the general attitudes of the have shown the best school spirit
the
on
play
to
desire
you
call
convention
constitutional
and citizenship during the year. one. If
monwealth Attorney Harry "Jack"
The decision reverses Fulton student body.
team contact Cal Seccornbe, who
ON
which is to be on the ballot in the Circuit Court, which held the
The paper has just begun its is in charge of arrangements, after Roberts of Columbus and Clinton
The class met and elected the
co-chairman.
November election.
county
as
county pailer had the duty to buy staff and name for the fledgling sixth year of publication. It is en5 p. m. at his home. His telephone
Johnson, who has long been acMrs. Nelle Lowe, supervisor for cleaning materials even through paper. The name, The KENNEL, tirely self-supporting with ad number 1a 1528.
tive in Hickman county politics, is
specificalnot
was
subscrippurchase
year,
and
a
their
Hickman and Carlisle County
was selected from a group submit- sales twice
business
schools, Miss Katherine Wiliam- ly approved by Fiscal Court.
ted by various students. The au- tion sales among §tudents and their work, they know that it engaged in the insurance
When Fiscal Court received thor of that name was Kellie alumni.
son, teacher in Fulton City schools,
could always be improved, so In Fulton.
First Industrial Plan
and Mrs. Zuaneta Phelps, princi- $538 in bills for the cleaning ma- Lowe.
The present staff consists of they are continually searching for
with
better
107 South 4th St.
a
up
date
a
make
made
to
pal at Beelerton. reported this ac- terials from Spartan Chemicals,
you
Have
ideas
new
The Fulton County News offer- thirty-four members. A journalism
Their ultimate purpose is to EVE?
tion on the part of Gamma chap- Inc., the court refused to pay and
Paducah
ed to print the paper, and so class, just added to the cirriculum, paper.
ter.
Spartan won a ruling in Circuit operations got underway. The edi- is proving to be a great help in give the students of Fulton High
Court that the county was liable. tors, Ella Doyle and Susan McDan- publialaing the paper this year.
the very best high school newsWho is EVE?
Delta Kappa Gamma is an
But the Court of Appeals, citing iel, and their hard-working staff
Although the staff is proud of paper possible.
national society for women educators. Mrs. Ann Wood, Murray, is a 27-year-old case in point, said presented the first KENNEL to the
LAV•vvEr•CL C. IVES. osnlor
Gamma' president. Mn. C. S. authority to spend public funds is student body of February 27,
FULL QUART $5.00
.an. vilfrolnenwit, sad omit.
Lowry )4urrey, is state president. vested exclusively in Fiscal Court. 1956. At that time It was a four
inpendent of Br 273,000 am
to
The gradorsement took place at The jailer had no authority
page, four column paper.
Del Ville CM. Cowpony Ramie
the regular fall meeting at Ken- cur expenses. appellate court adSince then it has grown to a
a
proobtaining
first
without
ded.
Arizona, lys
Tombstone,
near
tucky Lake at the lakeside home
five-column, sdx page paper, and
of one of the members, Mrs. per order of Fiscal Court.
has received two International
George Hart, Murray.
First Place awards from the Quill
RG iT,
and Scroll. In May, 1959, the paper
was a special five-column, eight
page edition, which is the largest
in the history of FRS. This special
(4 Years Old)
edition brought on many favor90 Proof
able comments from local people.
Vz Pint
The County Homemakers schedAlthough the main purpose of
61.55
ule for October is as follows:
the KENNEL is to present the
Paul T. student body with the news, sevMrs.
Central,
18,
Oct.
The progress of the City Hall
eral worthwhile projects have also
construction was reviewed at the Shaw, 10:30 a. m.
Also Available in 5Oct. 19. Fulton, Mrs. Robert Hol- been sponsored by the staff. For
regular monthly meeting of the
Year Bottled In Bond
instance in 1958, a straw election
South Fulton city council last land. 10.30 a. m.
Pints Fifth - $4.75
MELLOW-MASH
Oct. 19. Hickman, Club Room, for President, Vice President, and
week It is hoped that the city hall
Half Pints $2.95
m.
a.
10:30
Congress, was held among the
project will be completed within
$1.50
Oct. 20. Montgomery,'Mrs. Paul student body. Last year, the staff
two weeks. The building is being
1:30
m.
p.
Logan,
promoted a presidential primary,
completely renovated and modernThe Greatest American Whiecey
Oct 21. Palestine, Community and another straw election will be
ized and the council voted to go
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond
Nit„, P4EYear• Old
f• And *3Preet
held this year.
ahead and paint the fire station so House. 10:30 a. m.
ICI.
Oct.
•
Crutchfield
25.
Crutchfield.
wh
SONS.
arS/41
Also, last year, the KENNEL
B ..
Strudebe
DISTILLED I, BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE—OWENSBORO,
that the entire interior will be reHIRAM WALKER
Methodist Church, 10:30 a. m.
was the sponsor of a broadcast of
decorated.
Oct. 5. Craft Leader Training
Bill Jones and Leon Davis who School. Hickman Homemakers
live on Bates Street. appeared be- Club Room, 1000 a. m.
fore the council protesting the
Oct. 10, Carpenters and Builders
lime trucks being allowed to fog Night. R. E. A. Assembly Room,
that
in
area
lime
with
their homes
7:00 p. m.
Mrs. Gladys Omar presented a
Oct. 13, Annual Day, First Methpetition signed by residents of odist Church Hickman, 1000 a. m.
Marilyn Street (now Paducah)
Oct. 24, Chorus Worship, Kenprotesting the change of the street lake Hotel, 10:00 a. m.
name.
Three members of the Three B
Who is EVE?
Committee. Mrs. H. W. ConnaughAA
ton, Mrs. Shelton Owen and Mrs.
W. F. Stewart, appeared .pefore
the council to protest the council's
failure to have 1. M. Jones Cover
the bricks placed on his Broadway
property from the old school buildMARTIN' HIGHWAY
ing and to remove trailers admodels to suit almost any
I 1-2 Miles South of Fulton
Here's a better way to choose your new '61 car. Now your Chevrolet dealer offers a range of
jacent to the Happy Day Launderette. The coureil will consider
crew of low, low-priced new
taste or need—in a range of prices to suit any budget. It's the greatest show on worth! A full
FRI. - SAT.. OCT. 14-15
what can be done in each case.
at small-car prices.
Bill Cashion appeared before the
Five Branded Women
Chevy Corvairs, including four wonderful new wagons. New Chevy Biscaynes—offering big-car comfort
council and asked for • state inNlangario
Van Heflin Miss
of the 30 different
spection of the wiring on the new (Open 615; starts 7.00 p. m.)
Beautiful Bel Airs, elegant Impalas, and the incomparable Corvette. Shown below are just 5
city hall building.
(Second feature):
under one roof!
Sewer cleaning equipment was
models you can pick from. Come on in and make your '61 car-shopping rounds the easy way—all
Bride
Jake
and
Law
The
purchased from the Delta Tool
Technicolor, — featuring
Company in Memphis to enable
Robert Taylor, Patricia Owens
sewers to be cleaned without go(Starts 900 p. m.)
ing into the manholes.

5%
interest
savings

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

South Fulton
Council Meets

Schedule Told
For Homemakers

NO BITE!"

Yellowstone

'asses

UM

one 202

Now..Tour Chevrolet dealer offers

ones-stop deo,- ping

South Fulton
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

IF

for your new'61 car!

magEr

Cartoon comedy:-WitchCrafty"

t's our
nounce
)fl, and

UK PRESIDENT DEDICATES
University of Kentucky President Frank G. Dickey recently
dedicated a new $90,000 Wesley
Foundation Center near the UK
campus. In addition to a hall for
parties and banquets, the newlyfurnished, air-conchtened building zontains a large auditorium
with a stage for dmamaties.

New '61 Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT SEDAN

SUN, - MON.. OCT. 16-17

You've got fire Impalas to pick from—models that put
the accent on luxury while offering all of Chevy's new
ideas about comfort and convenience—like larger door
odt nings, higher seats, and a low-loading deep-well trunk.

Say One For Me
In technieolor. with
Bing Crosby, *Debbie Reynolds
(Open 615 pm; starts 7:00 pin)
— Second Feature —

Bombers B-52
In technicolor, with
Natalie Woods, Carl Malacon

Tom and Jerry Cartoon
Who is EVE?

NOTICE!

Presenting big-ear beauty at small-cier prices

NEW '61 CHEVY BISCAYNE 6
(2-Door Sedan, above) All Biscaynes,6 or V8, give you. full measure of Chevy
quality, comfort and proved performance. Yet they're priced right down with
many smaller cars that give you. lot less!

New lower priced
'61 CORVAIR 500 4-DOOR SEDAN
Like all Corvair coupes and Sedans, this model costa less for '61. You
get more spunk,space and savings—and now Corvair has wagons,tool

The Tax Books of the City of South Fulton.
'rincess
lone ii.
ig light
lamps

lctically
kitchen

Tennessee are now open. Taxes paid during October
are subject to 2 percent discount. Taxes paid during
November and December subject to a 1 percent dl.count. Regular rates apply during January and Feb-

ier paslike, in

office.
ree this
1—conage!

New '61 Chevrolet
BROOKWOOD 9-PASSENGER STATION WAGON
All six Chevrolet wagons feature a cave-size cargo opening that's nearly
five feet across!... plus a new concealed compartment (lock is optional
at extra cost) for stowing valuables.

NEW '61 CORVETTE
New form and fineness for America's only true sports ear. New '61
Corvette offers more performance and more luxury equipment
than any car in its class.

many, 1961. Penalty on unpaid taxes becomes ef-

See the greatest show on worth at your Chevrolet dealer's!

fective March 1, 1961.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET-I-BUICK, INC.

City Of South Fulton, Tennessee
104 East Fourth Biros!

Fulton

Phones SS.

/0
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'age 10

CLASSIFIED ADS
%LI. KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

10W

is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Meehint Overhauled. Se* Ciao
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldvzeli Company, DRIVE-Ill Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

checked. Yields will be reported
later. This leaves 63 more plots to
be checked.
All 16 county cotton yield contest entries in the District Cotton
Yield Contest have been checked.
Eight of the eighteen entries in
the 'county and state coin yield
contest have been checked.
Fall sown pastures looking good
following the rain. Fertilizer demonstrations on pasture, hay and
small grain are being set up in
various parts of the county. Some
15 demonstrations will be set up
this Fall.

FULTON HIGH—
(Continued from Page 1)
mounted later."
Judy is the daughter of Mrs.
Mildred Moore and Mike is the
sou of Mr. and Mrs. Jess Walker
of Route 3, Fulton.
(Ed's Note: Would that we could
live to enjoy the America that will
be guided by these leaders of tomorrow.)

News From Our
Boys In The

In person but they must observe
certain deadlines. To be counted,
ballots which are mailed back
must be postmarked not later than
midnight of Monday, • October 17,
while those which are delivered in
person must be turned in on October 17 during the business hours
of the office or person to whom
directed. The actual counting will
take place on October 20.
To be elected in each community are three ASC community committeemen and two alternate committee members. The candidate
who receives the greatest number
of votes will be chairman of the
community commitee, and the one
receiving the next highest number
of votes will serve as vice chairman. The third member and the
first and second alternates will be
similarly named on the basis of
number of votes received.

TIME TO VOTE IN ASC
WANTED: A 'Good reliable man
ELECTIONS
'n supply customers in Fulton
County with Rawleigh Products.
Only a few days remain for
See or write Horace Ward, 211
farmers to cast their ballots in the
7f. Clay St., Clinton. or write Rawannual ASC election of community
eigh's Dept. KYJ-1071-127, FreeFORT BENJAMIN HARRISON,
commiteemen. Each eligible voter
oort, M.
IND.(AHTNC)—Army Pvt. David
of record in the county office has
been mailed a ballot listing the
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and W. Moore, 18, son of Mrs. Dula M.
UK JUDGING TEAM TIES
Moore, 511 Obion St, Hickman,
candidates for community commit>ulk tanks, see Southern States
completed
Ky.,
the
-week
five
ftteemen
in
his
community.
University of Kentucky
The
Monday
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Avenanoe procedures course at The
October 17, is the final day for Dairy Cattle Judging Tearn, which
lue, South Fulton.
Phone 399
Finance School, Fort Benjamin
marking and returning the ballots, recently won the Southern InterPM( REM. Floor sanding ma- Harrison, Ind., Sept. 30.
according to C. C. Vaughn. Chair- collegiate Dairy Judging Contest
chine and electric floor polishman of the county ASC committee. at Memphis, tied for seventh in the
Moore was trained in matters
er and electric vaeuunt clean- relating to the acquiring. disbursVoters have a choice of return- ational Intercollegiate Dairy Judgers. Inchange Furniture Co. ing and accounting of funds.
ing their marred ballots by mail or ing Contest at Waterloo, Ia.
He entered the Army last June
dAYTAG WASHERS, %tandem
.411101111101and automatic models, $139.95 and carnpleted basic training at GREENVILLE PHYSICIAN NAMED CHAIRMAN E. Ellis. Frankfort. Secretary; second row, Tarleten
Knox.
Fort
and up. Sales and service
—Dr. G. L. Simpson of Greenville was named Ask- Collier, Louisville: Miss Nelle B. Weiler, Louisville;
Moore is a 1960 graduate of
Bennett Electric, Rhone 201.
man of the Advisory Connell for Medical Aaakir Mrs. Virginia Craft, Whiteabarg; Dr. Russell E. TeaFulton County High School.
gue, Commissioner of Health; third row, Dr. C. D.
anee at an organizational meeting of that group Carter, Bowling Green; Jo M. Ferman. Commisheld in Frankfort. Members of the council. itkewn sioner of Economic Security; Dr, Howard L. Bast,
PAINTING AND PAPERHANGING Contractors
Have you made a date with above, are: front row. left to right, E. M. Jemmy. University of Kentucky Medical Center, and
Seth
For The
EVE?
Frankfort, vice chairman; Dr. Simplon: Kamilla Bees, MayNekl.
announce the ripening r)f
USED OIL HEATERS for sale
will elect a committee consisting
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Therm. Call 572-M; Mrs. Harold
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Scattered rains slowed down
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WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED been picked. Local prices still
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farmers in each community stration plots
—We buy white oak standing around .95 a bushel.
have been yield
WE RENT - - - Umber, custom lop, custom
Soybean yields good on Clark
stave and heading bolts. Con- and Dorman varieties. Hood's will
tact us for prices and specifica- be ready in most areas when it is
Hospital beds
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel. dry enough to get in the fields.
Baby beds
5-2785 Martin, Tenn. C. A. Price still $1.95 a bushel.
Roll-away beds
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 7Wheat being sown on early
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
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picked corn ground and early comFloor polishers
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Future
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Benjamin Moore Paints
Wallpapers
Painting and Wallpaper Contracting

You Never Heard of Such A Low Price

FARM LOANS

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

ASC BALLOTS MAILED
Ballots for the annual election
Long Termsof an ASC community Committee
-Easy Payments
in each community of °Wan CounPhone TU 59404
Union City ty were mailed out October 7th,
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Conventional Loans eligible to vote in the election of
FHA Loans
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FARMERS TO VOTE BY MAIL
estate for sale at all times
FOR ASC COMMITTEEMEN

FARM INSURANCE

20- CUBIC FOOT

CHEST FREEZER

995

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

-1•••

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN

11% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interne. No carrying

FREE PARKING!

Charges.

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Wick Smith Agency

Across From
Cbce-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Your Polley is typed and
eady for you in a few mindes, and coverage is effeclye immediately.

CALL 62 — 160

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
TIALLMARK

greeting

Cards

to
WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,

Bring your repair jobs

RYTEX "Personalizeir

owner and operator.

Stationery

GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street

icott's Floral Shoppe
39-3

1".16ea

THE BULB PLANTING
SEASON is NOW! These
fine imported bulbs are
yours at popular prices.

- Nationally - Known Name - Brand Freezer
1960 Models!- 5 - Year Guaranteed
Sealed Unit -- Only 60 To Sell
THIS SALE WILL NOT BE REPEATED
DUTCH

BULBS
From HOLLAND
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
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